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Abstract 

Return Current Effects in Passive Plasma Lenses 
for Relativistic Electron Beams 

. ' 

by 

Richa Govil 

Do,ctor of Philosophy in Physics 

University of California, Berkeley 

Dr. WimP. Leemans and Professor Jonathan S. Wurtele, Chairs __ ··~~-

This thesis presents results of an experimental study of return currents effects on 

beam focusing in plasma lenses conducted at the Beam Test Facility (BTF) at Lawrence 

Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL). Relativistic electron beams can be focused in 

field-free plasmas due to magnetic self-pinching. However, plasma return· currents 

induced by the changing magnetic flux of a propagating bunch can reduce the total 

magnetic field and focusing force (Ampere's law). The experiment covered aparameter 

regime not observed previously, namely, the return current regime, where the 

collisionless plasma skindepth is small compared to the electron beam size and the 

focusing strength of the plasma lens is reduced due to return currents. 

A relativistic electron beam from the BTF, which utilizes the Advanced Light 

Source (ALS) injector, was used to study the properties of return currents in plasmas. The 

beam-transport line and experimental chamber were designed to allow measurement of 

electron beam size continuously alo~g its path, before and after it passed through plasma 



lenses. For this purpose, an optical transition radiation (OTR) based diagnostic was 

developed. 

To ensure plasmas free of external fields, laser-ionization was chosen as the 

plasma production method. The dependence of plasma density on fill pressure and laser 

intensity was studied with an in-quadrature Mach-Zehnder radio frequency 

interferometer. A novel interferometry technique based on evanescent wave detection 

was developed to measure plasma densities above the cutoff density, for plasmas with a 

thickness less than the collisionless skin depth. Plasma density was controlled by 

changing the fill-pressure in the chamber, while the plasma profile was adjusted through 

the laser intensity. 

For typical experimental parameters, the electron beam size was observed to 

reduce in the presence of plasma. Plasma lenses were produced in the return current 

regime with the ratio of beam size to collisionless plasma skindepth ranging from 0.3 to 

1.1. Weakening of electron beam focusing due to return currents was measured and 

compared to results from theoretical models, envelope equation codes and PIC 

simulations. In addition, beam focusing due to collisionally ionized gas plasma was 

observed. 
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1. Introduction 

One of the challenges facing accelerator physics today is to produce electron-

positron colliders with high luminosity and TeV center-of-mass energies, to study 

questions at the frontier of high-energy particle physics, including, Higgs bosons, 

supersymmetry and fundamental particle interactions1
• Some of the particles and 

interactions that remain elusive have low probabilities, and, therefore, rei.fuire a high 

collision rate. The expected event rate of a collider is proportional to the product of its 

luminosity and event cross-section. The collider luminosity is given by, 

( 1.1) 

where N1 ·and N2 ·are the number of particles in colliding bunches, frep is the repetition 

frequency of the collider, and 4 Jio; a;, is the transverse area of the bunch (a; is the rms size 

in x-direction, while a;, is the rms size in y-direction). The frequency is determined by 

the radius of the machine and the_radius, in tum, is determined by the energy. Therefore, 

to maintain the luminosity level as the energy of colliders is increased, the transverse size 

of the colliding beams ( o;o_;,) has to be reduced. The next generation of colliders requires 

tightly focused beams with luminosity greater than 1034 cm·2-sec·1
• 

2 In order to achieve 

this luminosity, plasma based focusing schemes. have been proposed for relativistic 

electron beams in colliders3
• 

A relativistic electron beam in vacuum has self-electric (repulsive) and magnetic 

(attractive) forces which are comparable in magnitude. An electron beam propagating in 

plasma repels the plasma electrons. In plasmas with density greater than the beam · 

density, the plasma neutralizes the beam charge, and the beam self-pinches due to its own 

1 



magnetic force. In addition, inductively excited return currents flow in the plasma, in a 

radius of the order of the collisionless plasma skindepth. The return currents reduce the 

net current inside the bunch, resulting in weakening of the total magnetic field and 

focusing force (Ampere's law). The reduction can be large if most of the return currents 

flow within the beam volume, as is the case in plasmas with collisionless skindepth of the 

order of beam size or smaller. Thus, sufficiently dense plasmas can neutralize the beam 

current, hence weakening the self-pinching. Although such high-density plasmas are 

obviously not usefel as focusing devices, they can potentially be used at collider 

interaction points to suppress beam-beam disruption caused by strong forces of one beam 

on the other4
• 

To design an experiment capable of measuring the plasma lens effect, several 

factors have to be taken into account. Plasma electrons take time to respond to the beam 

excitation; the time scale of response is the plasma period. Therefore, for a plasma lens 

to be formed and focus the beam, the electron bunch must be longer than the plasma 

period, that is, kPa; >> 1. Here kP =mJc is the plasma wavenumber, mP is the plasma 

frequency, and the c is the speed of light. Return currents can affect beam propagation 

only if they flow inside the beam, that is, when k~ is of order unity or greater, where R is 

the electron beam radius. Therefore, to study return current effects, piasmas with high 

density and/or beams with sufficiently large transverse size must be produced. Extensive 

electron beam diagnostics with high resolution are required to experimentally detect 

return current effects. 

In this chapter, we present a physical description of plasma focusing and a brief 

history of previous experiments. In Chapter 2, a theoretical treatment of beam-plasma 

interactions, including return current effects is presented. In Chapter 3, we describe the 

2 



production and measurement of the plasma. Beam size measurements and plasma lens 

focusing analysis are discussed in Chapter 4, followed by conclusions in Chapter 5. 

We begin by calculating plasma focusing using physical models in Section 1.1. In 

Section 1.2, the effect of plasma return currents is described. In Section 1.3, we present 

the history of beam-plasma studies, followed by i.· ·discussion of the goals and 

methodology of our experiment in Section 1.4. 

1.1. Physical Model of Plasma Focusing 

electron 
bunch 

iii 
Figure 1.1 Electron bunch self-fields in vacuum. 

Let us consider a relativistic electron bunch propagating in vacuum along the z 

direction. The electric (defocusing) and magnetic (focusing) fields inside the bunch can 

be calculated usi~g Gauss' and Ampere's laws: 

( 1.2) 

The resulting total force on an electron within the bunch is, 
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( 1.3) 

where -e is the electron charge, nb is the bunch density, vz is the velocity of the bunch in 

the z direction, cis the speed of light, j]= vz /candy is the relativistic Lorentz factor. The 

self fields cancel each other to the order of 1 /f resulting in a small net defocusing force. 

This defocusing force can be neutralized by transporting the beam through 

plasma. An electron beam passing through plasma repels the plasma electrons in its path. 

The resulting perturbation in the plasma density will produce an electric field: 

( 1.4) 

where np;=n0 is the plasma ion density and npe is the plasma electron density. For the 

experiment at the BTF5
, the ions can be treated as stationary since the ion period lion = 

2lll aJp; ~ 6 ns is long compared to the bunch length of 30 ps. Here aJ pi = ~ 4;m0 e 2 I m i is 

the plasma ion frequency, with m; as the ion mass. 

The total force on the beam electrons is given by, 

( 1.5) 

Here fe represents the fractional charge neutralization by the plasma. Note that j3 = 1 in 

the experiment. 

If the plasma is overdense (nP >> nb), then just enough electrons are expelled from 

the beam path, to make the beam volume charge neutral, that is, np; - npe = nb and fe=l. 

The self-magnetic field of the beam will then focus the beam strongly. 
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If the plasma is underdense (np < nb), most of the plasma electrons are repelled 

from the e-beam path, leaving a uniform background of "stationary" ions, and fe = np;lnb. 

As long asfe > 1/f, the net force will be focusing. 

The focusing strength, k, of a plasma lens is given by, 

k = jFr I ;1 = 2.nre nb(l_:_ fJ2- fe). 
;me y 

( 1.6) 

Assuming jJ;:::fl, the focusing strength in various regimes is calculated to be:. 

k =- 2.nre nb 
y y2 

k =- 2.nre n 
y p 

2.nre 
k=---nb 

y 

fe =0 n =0 p (vacuum) 

0 < n 0 < nb (underdense lens) 

nb <<np (overdenselens) 

( 1. 7) 

where re =e2 /mc2 is the classical electron radius. Since the beam density changes as the 

bunch propagates through the plasma, it is useful to express the focusing force in terms of 

the bunch current: 

( 1.8) 

where I A = (mc 3 I e)y ts the Alfven current assuming jJ=l, and K perv = 2I I I A 1s the 

perveance of the beam. 

The focal length of the lens is defined to be, 

( 1.9) 

where L is the length of tht;! plasma lens. 
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From this physical model, it can be seen that both the overdense and underdense 

regimes focus the beam as long as charge neutralization is greater than the net self

repulsive force. However, because of the difference in the nature of the force, the lens 

performance in the two regimes is different. The focusing gradient in the overdense lens 

is linear for beam densities that are constant up to the beam radius. Realistic beam density 

profiles result in spherical aberrations in the focused beam6
. Although for a given beam 

density, a uniform underdense lens produces weaker focusing gradients than an overdense 

lens, it does not induce aberrations since a stationary uniform density background of 

plasma ions provides a linear focus force. The underdense lens strength can be optimized 

by tapering the density of the plasma for maximum focusing7
. Even with lens tapering, 

there is a fundamental limit, called the Oide limit8
, on the smallest bunch spot size 

achievable through any focusing device. Strong focusing leads to a significant change in 

charged particle motion, causing them to radiate synchrotron radiation with an incoherent 

energy spread. The Oide limit can be avoided by focusing the bunch adiabatically using 

"adiabatic plasma lenses", as proposed by Chen. et al.9 

Using the simple formulae derived in this section, we can calculate the focusing 

strength of plasma lenses. For the overdense lens, the focusing gradient is given by: 

B8 /r = 2Jlen 6 . For the Stanford Linear Collider10
'
11

, nb ~ 1023/m3
, corresponding to Blr ~ 

3 x 105 kG/em. This is four orders of magnitude stronger than conventional magnet 

gradients of 30 kG/em. This is the main reason for the renewed interest in plasma lens 

focusing for colliding beams. For a 10 em plasma length, we can also calculate the focal 

length/to be 0.03 em. 

Of course, the above model assumes a steady-state. A realistic model would take 

into account the plasma response time (on the order of 1/mP). In other words, if k pCTz < 1 

(.where CTz is the bunch length), the electron bunch will not undergo significant focusing. 
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A calculation of time-dependent plasma wakefields and their effect on beam evolution 

will be performed in Chapter 2. 

In the next section, the current flowing in plasma is estimated. It is shown that 

this current, which flows in the opposite direction of the beam, tends to weaken the 

effectiveness of the "plasma lens". 

1.2. Return Currents in Plasma 

In addition to neutralizing the beam charge, a sufficiently dense plasma can also 

neutralize the beam current. Due to the changing magnetic flux of a propagating bunch, 

return current is induced in the plasma. The plasma current flows within a radius of the 

order of the plasma wavelength. However, only the fractional current flowing within the 

beam volume can cancel the focusing force of the self magnetic field . 

'....... ' .. . . . . ' ...... . 

Plasma kpar <<1 · •Plasma · · 

Figure 1.2 Cartoon of return current distribution in plasma. For low plasma density, the return 
currents flow in an area large compared to the beam cross-section. For high density, the currents 
flow predominantly within the bunch and, hence, cancel the bunch current and self-focusing. 

Return currents in plasmas were first calculated by Roberts and Bennett12
. A 

physical derivation following Whittum et al. 4 is presented below. The plasma current 

flowing within the beam volume can be calculated from the current density: 
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2 dvl = -n 0e2JrR -
p dt 

= -n0e2JrR 2
(-;E) ' 

0J2R2 
= P E 

2 

( 1.1 0) 

where R is the beam radius, npo is the unperturbed plasma density, v1 is the velocity of the 

plasma fluid element, m is the electron mass, OJ; = 4;zn 0e 2 I m is the plasma oscillation 

frequency and E is the self-consistent electric field in the plasma. The electric field can 

be expressed in terms of the vector potential: 

lEI= -laAI = _ _!_a/tot , 
at c at ( 1.11) 

where we have dropped geometrical factors of order unity. Substituting into equation 

1.1 0 yields, 

Using i P = i101 - i b and collecting the terms, we obtain, 

. jb 
I =----'--

tot 1 + k 2 R 2 I 2 . 
p 

Integrating the equation gives, 

8 

( 1.12) 

( 1.13) 

( 1.14) 



Thus, as expected, the return currents reduce the net current. The corresponding 

overdense plasma focusing strength ( eq. 1. 7) is reduced by the same factor: 

( 1.15) 

The effect of return currents is to reduce the plasma lens focusing. Although the 

focusing properties of an extremely overdense plasma (k~ > 1) are not useful, they can 

be used to reduce beam-beam disruption due to large space charge effects of one colliding 

beam on the other4
• Extremely ov~rdense plasmas can neutralize the colliding beams' 

current, thereby, greatly reducing beam-beam disruption. 

1.3. Previous Studies 

In the early 1920s, the focusing of low-energy electron beams in beam ionized 

plasmas in cathode ray tubes w:as observed by Johnson (1922) 13 and Buchta (1925Y 4
• To 

explain this phenomenon, Bennett calculated the focusing condition for magnetically self- ' 

focusing electron streams in 193 3 15
• 

In 1939, Alfven calculated a limit, due to self-fields, on the maximum current that 

can be carried by an electron beam with a given energy 16
• 

mc 3 

I A =-flr = 17 kAmps · flr. 
e 

( 1.1 G) 

The limit is due to electron motion in the strong self-magnetic field, which causes 

the beam electrons to turn around. It is interesting to note that this limit is independent of 

the beam radius. Propagating such high current beams in plasmas can induce plasma 

return currents which would reduce the net current. If fm is defined to be the fractional 

current cancellation by the plasma, beams in plasmas can carry currents up to 17
: 
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I= 17,000 · fty. 
1- fm 

( 1.17) 

Consequently, beams in plasma can carry currents greater than the Alfven limit. 

The goal of early beam-plasma studies was to show propagation of electron beams with 

currents higher than the Alfven limit in plasma. 

By 1947, Gabor had proposed a design for an experiment for self-focusing ion 

beams using plasmas18
• Budker published calculations for focusing partially charge

neutralized beams in 1955 19
• In 1950, Panofsky and Baker had focused a 350 MeV 

proton beam in a plasma carrying external current (an "active" plasma lens)20
• This was 

followed by further experiments of focusing electron beams with active lenses, by 

Roberts and Bennete2
• Roberts and Bennett also calculated the plasma return currents for 

the active plasma lens applicable for their experiment. 

The first demonstration of self-focusing of electron beams in current-free plasmas 

(or "passive" plasma lens) was made by Graybill and Nablo in 196621
, in a electron-field-

emission diode gun. Their goal· was to propagate electron beams carrying currents greater 

than the Alfven current in plasmas. Their work was followed by further plasma focusing 

experiments by Andrews et al. in 196922 using electron beams with 0.350 MeV energies 

in collisionally ionized plasmas in the return current regime (k~=23). According to 

calculations performed by Hammer and Rostoker23
, it was estimated that the plasma 

neutralized the beam current very strongly. However due to uncertainty in plasma 

measurements, only qualitative conclusions could be drawn from the experiment. In 

1971 Levine, et al. 24
, propagated electron beams from the same source through a capacitor 

discharge plasma in an experiment with extensive beam diagnostics. The value of k~ 

was 120, and the net current in the plasma was measured: Ine/Ib ~ 0.012. 
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In 1970, Cox and Bennett25 calculated the return currents induced in plasmas by 

electron beams, and showed agreement with their experiment. Further calculations of . 

relativistic electron beam propagation in plasma were performed by Hammer and 

Rostoker (1970)23
, and Lee and Sudan (197lf6 among others. Irt 1976, E. P. Lee 

presented calculations of beam-plasma physics using Fokker-Plank formalism27
• These 

early studies laid the foundation for further work on high current electron and ion beams 

irt accelerator and radiation research. 

In the mid-late 80s, the topic of electron beams in plasmas was revisited for 

studies of plasma-based acceleration schemes for colliders3
•
28

• Motivated by the need for 

higher luminosity colliders, plasma lenses were proposed as high-gradient focusing 

devices for relativistic electron beams in colliders. Plasma lenses were recommended for ' 

use at the final focus of colliders to provide strong focusing at the interaction poinf9
• As 

shown in Section 1.1, the foc~sing force in an overdense lens (nP > > nb) is proportional to 

the beam density, while the force in an underdense lens (nP < nb) is proportional to the 

plasma density. Therefore, for a given electron beam, although overdense lenses produce 

stronger focusing, underdense lenses offer better beam quality. 

In 1988, Oide showed that there is a fundamental limit on the minimum 

achievable beam size because synchrotron radiation produced by s~rongly focused 

charged particles introduces incoherent energy spread. Chen et al.9 proposed that the Oide 

limit could be avoided by using adiabatic lenses. To take advantage of the better beam 

properties of underdense lenses, Katsouleas and Lai7 designed tapered lenses where the 

plasma density was ramped up to maximize the focusing strength while maintaining the 

ratio of plasma density to beam density. Also, extremely high-density plasmas were 

proposed as a means to reduce "beamstrahlung" (the radiation of colliding beam due to 

the magnetic field of the opposing bunch) at the final focus of colliders4
• 
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By mid 1990s, experiments had been conducted at ANL~0, KEK31 and UCLA32
, 

demonstrating plasma focusing of relativistic electron beams. The ANL experiment 

demonstrated focusing of a 21 MeV electron beam in 35 em long plasma column formed 

by a hollow cathode arc. The experiment was conducted in the overdense regime, with 

plasma density of 3 x 1013 cm-3
, compared to beam density of 5 x 1011 cm-3

• The beam 

dynamics due to the lens wakefields were examined through simulations. Although the 

beam evolution could not be measured, plasma lens focusing was inferred from the fact 

that the electron beam had reached a Bennett profile. The measured Bennett profile was 

compared against the calculated profile assuming complete charge neutralization (fe=l) 

and no plasma currents. Based on the parameters provided in publications, the value of 

k P R is calculated to range from 0. 5 to 2.1 and, therefore, the experiments were 

approaching the return current regime. Since the beam size was measured at only one 

fixed location, the effect of return currents was not examined. 

In the KEK experiment, an 18 MeV round beam was transported through a 

discharge Argon plasma. A 15-20% reduction of the beam size was measured at 3 fixed 

phosphor screens. However, it is unclear how much of the reduction was due to plasma 

focusing since for the experimental parameters, kP o;=O.l. In addition, a reduction in 

beam emittance (a conserved quantity) was observed in the presence of plasma. Also, the 

beam size without plasma may have been larger than the imaging screen, and the total 

beam intensity was observed to increase with plasma density. Permanent octupole 

magnets were used to confine the plasma. In case of electron beam misalignment, the 

kick from the permanent magnets could be different with and without plasma, leading to 

beam scraping in the low conductance beam tubes used to separate the plasma from the 

evacuated beamline. Therefore, although beam size reduction was measured, these 

anomalous observations raise questions about beam loss and validity ofthe results. 
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At UCLA in 1994, a 3.8 MeV electron beam was focused using a discharge 

overdense plasma. The beam size was measured to reduce from 1 mm to 0.4 mm after 
~-

passing through a 12 em long overdense plasma. The beam envelope was measured at 

four fixed locations along the beam path. The UCLA group used an envelope model -of 

beam evolution in plasma for comparison with measurements. For the BTF experiment, a 

simulation model, which is somewhat different than the UCLA model, was developed 

(see Chapter 2 and Ref. [37]). An examination of differences between the UCLA 

envelope model and the one used in this thesis is presented in the Appendix. 

Study Active/ Electron/ Energy n/nb ls,crz krR 

Passive Proton [MeV] 

Johnson, Buchta, 1920s p e- 10-100 eV NA" NAb NAb 

Panofsky & Baker A p 350 NAb NAb NAb 

Graybill & Nablo, 1966 p e- 2.5 1 400 0.68 

Roberts & Bennett, 1968 A e- 3.5 106 8.5 X 105 950 

Andrews, et al., 1969 p e- 0.350 30 7 X 103 23 

Levine, et al., 1970 p e- 0.350 103 4 X 104 120 

ANL, 1990 p e- 21 18-120 1.2- 3.0 0.8- 2.0 

KEK, 1991 p e- 18 5 0.09 0.15 

UCLA, 1994 p e- 3.5 50 1.3 0.3 

LBNL, 1996-97 p e- 50 10-100 5-15 0.3-1.1 

Table 1.1 Summary of plasma lens experiments. 

a Plasma was produced through collisional ionization of background gas by electron beam. 

b Not Available 
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These experiments are summarized in Table 1.1. The ANL experiment showed 

focusing of relativistic electron beams by "thick" plasma lenses; the UCLA experiment 

measured the beam envelopes. But the operating parameter regimes and limited electron 

beam diagnostic limitations prevented detailed studies of plasma return currents and their 

impact on beam focusing. As shown earlier, depending on the parameters, return currents 

can significantly reduce the focusing properties of the plasmas. If plasma lenses and 

accelerators are to progress from the experimental stage to an applications stage, it 

becomes necessary to understand the factors that limit their effectiveness. Secondly, as 

mentioned earlier, it has also been proposed to use very high density plasmas at the 

interaction point of colliders to avoid beam disruption. Very high density plasmas, with 

kj? >>1, would completely neutralize the colliding beams' charge and current, allowing 

them to collide and pass through each other without disruption in trajectories. However, 

for these high densities, hadronic background produced at the detectors may be too large. 

1.4. LBNL Plasma Lens Experiment 

The purpose of the LBNL experiment is to gain a detailed understanding of return 

current issues in plasma lenses. To access this regime, plasmas with sufficient density 

must be produced. In addition, beam diagnostics with sufficient spatial resolution must 

be used to have the ability to observe subtle changes in beam envelope evolution. To 

compare the experiment measurements to theory, we must develop a simulation that 

models beam propagation in overdense plasmas. 

As shown earlier, the plasma return currents are important only for kj? >> 1. For 

comparison, we need to produce two sets of plasma lenses, some with low kj? and others 

with high values of kj?. This requires control over density of plasma and reliable density 

measurement techniques. In addition, as mentioned earlier, for plasma to have a 
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significant impact on the beam, we require kPo; >> 1. Combining the two requirements, 

we obtain the following inequality relationship for plasma density: 

Return Current Regime: 

Charge Neutralization Regime: 

114nre o;2 << nP ~ 114nre R2 

114n~eO"z2 << nP << 114nre R2 

The production and characterization of plasma suitable for exploring the return 

current regime is discussed in Chapter 3. In order to ensure plasmas free of external 

fields, laser-ionization was chosen as the. plasma production method. The choice of gas 

and laser was determined by factors such as ionization cross-sections and vapor pressures. 

We developed a tunneling based in-quadrature interferometry technique to measure >' 

plasma densities above the cutoff density for electromagnetic waves. \ 

Detailed characterization of the electron beam requires extensive diagnostics 

along the beamline and in the experiment chamber. For this purpose, a sensitive optical 

transition radiation (OTR) based diagnostic was developed33
'
34

• The diagnostic is 

mounted on a motorized stage, and can measure the beam size at any location inside the 

one-meter long experimental chamber. The beam size measurements are· presented in 

Chapter 4. To analyze the beam envelope measurements, we utilize a model that 

combines a fluid description for the plasma and an envelope description for the electron 

beam. As will be discussed in the next chapter, the model includes the time-response of 

the plasma and allows return current effects to be isolated. In addition, electron beam 

focusing due to plasma formed by beam-induced ionization is discussed. We summarize 

our results and conclusions in Chapter 5. 

The physical model presented in Sections 1.1 and 1.2 was an approximate 

calculation of lens focusing, which is valid only for uniform beams in uniform plasmas. · 

To study real-life lenses, a theoretical and computational treatment of the time-dependent 
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beam-plasma interaction is needed. In the next chapter, we develop two models of 

plasma wakefields for comparison, one that includes return current effects, and one that 

does not. Using a simulation, the two models will be used to analyze the beam size 

measurements. 
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2. Theory and Simulation of Electron Beam 
Focusing 

2.1. Introduction 

As shown in Section 1.1, an electron beam in vacuum creates self-electric 

(defocusing) and self-magnetic (focusing) fields. These fields cancel each other to the 

order of lll, where y is the relativistic Lorentz factor. The same electron beam passing 

through plasma repels the plasma electrons in its path. If the plasma is denser than the 

electron beam, or "overdense" (np >> n6), just enough electrons are expelled from the 

beam path, to make the beam volume charge neutral. With the beam charge neutralized, 

the self-magnetic field of the beam will focus it into a small size. This regime with 

strong focusing is also called the magnetic self-pinching regime. However, if the plasma 

is "underdense" (np < 2 n6), most of the plasma electrons are repelled from the e-beam 

path, leaving a uniform background of fixed ions and no plasma electrons. The self

electric and magnetic fields of the electron beam cancel to the order 1/f as in the vacuum 

case. And, the fixed ion background focuses the electron beam. This is called the ion-

focused regime (IFR) or underdense plasma focusing. In both regimes the electron beam 

is focused as long as the focusing force produced in the plasma is greater than the net 

self-defocusing force. 

In this chapter we calculate the electron beam evolution in overdense plasma. In 

Section 2.2 we describe an envelope model for beam evolution under a general radial 

force. A plasma wakefield model is developed in Section 2.3, followed by a discussion 

of plasma return currents in Section 2.4. 
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2.2. Envelope Model for Beam Evolution 

In this section, we develop an envelope model for beam evolution under a general 

force. Let us start by defining the beam parameters in cylindrical coordinates for an 

axially symmetric bunch, propagating along the z direction: 

( 2.1) 

where r is the position of a single particle, r' = dr I dz , R is the radius of the (gaussian) 

bunch, e is the rms divergence of the bunch, and£ is the bunch emittance. The emittance 

of a bunch is the area occupied by the bunch in r-r' phase space divided by n. The 

normalized bunch emittance (y£) is conserved as a bunch propagates through a 

beamline17
• Under the assumption of no acceleration (constant y), the unnormalized 

emittance is also a conserved quantity. 

For a single particle, the force equation is given by, ;mc 2r" = F, where /denotes 

differentiation with respect to z, the direction of beam propagation, and F is a general 

force. To derive a force equation for a bunch of electrons, equation (2.1 a) is differentiated 

with respect to z, 

R' ~ .!_R ~ .!__~(r2) ~ _1 1 d (r2) = I__!_(2rr') = (rr'). 
dz dz 2 2-Ji ~(r2) dz 4 R 2R 

( 2.2) 

Differentiating once more results in, 

c2 (rr") 
R"=-+--. 

R 3 2R 
( 2.3) 
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Substituting r" = F I ;mc 2 .'the envelope eq~ation is obtained: 

( 2.4) 

For a linear force F=k0r, we obtain the familiar form, 

. ( 2.5) 

To solve this equation, it is useful to introduce the Twiss parameters35
, a, jJ and. 

f, such that, 

~ R2 
fJ=-, 

8 

~ 1 dfJ a=---
2 dz' 

~ 1 + &2 

y= ·~ 

fJ 

( 2.6) 

The Twiss betatron parameters jJ and f should not be confused with Lorentz relativistic 

factors fJ = v z I c and y = 1/ ~1- jJ2 The envelope equation can be expressed in terms 

ofthe Twiss parameters, 

( 2.7) 

If there is no net force (k0=0), the solution is, . 

. ( 2.8) 

where flo is the minimum of the parabolic function at the waist location z0 • Setting z0=0, 

the corresponding beam envelope is given by, 
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( 2.9) 

In the presence of a plasma lens, the parabolic beam envelope will be modified by 

the plasma focusing "kick" to the bunch electrons. In the next section, the plasma fields 

produced in the wake of the electron bunch are calculated. 

2.3. Overdense Plasma Wakefield Calculation 

To compute the evolution of the beam envelope in an overdense plasma lens, the 

focusing force on the bunch needs to be calculated as a function of time. The following 

derivation is based on calculations by Chen\ Keinigs and Jones36
, and Backhaus, et al. 37 

Since the electron beam density is much smaller than the plasma density, the 

electron bunch is treated as a perturbation on the overdense plasma. Cold fluid plasma 

model is used to calculate time-dependent plasma response as observed by an electron 

bunch of finite length. 

First, the plasma wakefields and focusing force are defined as 1ollows: 

w j_ = E j_ + (jJ X B) j_ 

F1_ = -eW1_ 
( 2.10) 

where E and B are the total fields, W 1_ and F 1_ are the transverse wakefield and force, 

respectively. Similarly, the longitudinal wakefield is defined as, 

(2.11) 

and can cause acceleration or deceleration of electrons. 
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The electron beam is assumed to be axially symmetric. Therefore, the 9-

component of the wakefields is zero. Introducing scalar and vector potentials and 

transforming to (z,s) coordinates with z = z and s=ct-z, the fields can be expressed as, 

( 2.12) 

Assuming jJ=vlc= I, we obtain the transverse wakefield, 

( 2.13) 

Similarly, the longitudin.al wakefield is calculated using 

(2.14) 

to be, 

(2.15) 

The Panofsky-\\_'"enzel theorem38
, 

( 2.16) 

follows logically from the above. In the next few pages, we calculate the transverse 

wakefield and then compare it to the longitudinal component. 

. To calculate the transverse wakefield, we solve for the self-consistent electric and 

magnetic fields using Maxwell's Equations: 

'V · E = -4;re(n 1 + nb) 
- - 4;r _ ~ 1 a£ . 
'V x B = -(-en0v1 - enbcz) + --

c c & 
( 2.17) 
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Choosing scalar and vector potentials that satisfy the Lorentz Gauge, Maxwell's 

equations can be rewritten as, 

( 2.18) 

The d' Alembertian operator can be simplified assuming that the fields vary slowly with 

respect to z , and converting to the ( z, s) coordinate system: 

2 ( 2 a
2 

2 J 2 2 ~ 'Vj_ + 'V --- + \7. - 'V = 'Vj_ 0 

s asaz z s 

( 2.19) 

The plasma velocity v1 can be calculated using linearized collisionless cold plasma fluid 

model. Recall that for the overdense case (nP >> nb), the beam density and self-fields are a 

small perturbation on the plasma. Therefore, the plasma fluid equations can be expanded 

in orders of the small quantity n/nP. The radial wakefield (eq. 2.13) depends only on the 

z component of vector potential, A, and the plasma velocity, v: 

avlz =-_:_(-'Vz¢_..!__Q_Az). 
at m cat 

( 2.20) 

Changing to the coordinate system ( z, s) , 

( 2.21) 

Substituting eq. 2.21 into the z-component of equation 2.18, the vector and scalar 

potentials become, 
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Vi¢= 4;ren 1 + 4;renb 
2 e · 

V' J_Az =4;ren0.--2 (Az -¢)+4;renb. 
me 

( 2.22) 

Subtracting the· two equations one obtains, 

(2.23) 

The plasma density perturbation, n1 , can also be calculated using cold plasma 

fluid equations. The fluid equations can be linearized as follows: 

( 2.24) 

The term v1 x Bb can be dropped· because it IS second order in n/nP. 

Differentiating the continuity equation with respect to time, and substituting yields, 

( 2.25) 

Using Gauss' law, 

( 2.26) 

where m P is the oscillation frequency of the unperturbed plasma. Transforming to the 

variables (z,s) results in, 

( 2.27) 

This equation can be solved by using Green's function: 
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For a hi-gaussian bunch distribution, 

or, 

( ) N -r2 12R2 (z) -s2 12o} nb r,z,s = 
312 2 e e , 

(2n") R (z)o-z 

nb(r,z,s) = nbo(z = O)(R22(z = 0) e-rz/2Rz(z,s)Je-szl2o} 

R (z,s) 
· = nb0g(r,z,s)h(s) 

( 2.28) 

( 2.29) 

( 2.30) 

where g(r,z,s) and h(s) are the electron bunch form functions. Note that the beam 

envelope R does not depend on s at z=z0, that is, initially, the whole bunch has the same 

radial distribution. This will not be the case after the bunch has passed through the 

plasma and experienced the time-dependent plasma focusing. The perturbed plasma 

density can be expressed as, 

(2.31) 

Substituting into wakefield equation 2.23, 

The solution to this radial equation is, 

(Az - ¢) = -4m?nbok p reX) sink p (s- s')h(s')ds' X 

[ £ dr' r' g(r', z, s)I 0 (kpr')K0 (k pr) + .(dr' r' g(r', z, s)J0 (k pr)K0 (kpr' )] 

= -4m?nbok P roods' sink P (s- s' )h(s' )G(r, z, s' ), 
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( 2.33) 

where 

G(r,z,s') = r dr' r' g(r' ,z,s')I0 (k pr')K0 (k pr) + .[dr' r' g(r' ,z,s')I 0 (k pr)K0 (k Pr'). 

Finally, the wakefield is given by, 

Wj_(r,z,s)=_£_(Az __:¢) 
or 

= 4.m:m k r ds'sink (s- s')h(s') oG(r,z,s'). w p p . ~ 
oo ur 

( 2.34) 

Note that here jJ---+ 1 was assumed fairly early in the calculation. This approximation is 

not accurate because it eliminates the self fields ofthe beam. A more accurate calculation , 

is performed by Keinigs and Jones, using a Hankel transform in the radial variable. Their 

solution can be modified slightly to obtain the self-consistent wakefield39
, 

W ( ) _ 4 [k r d, . k ( _ ')h( ') oG(r,z,s') _ h(s) oG(r,z,s)] 
1_ r, z, s - m:m bO P s sm P s s s 

2 
. 

00 or y or 

( 2.35) 

By taking the limit k P ---+ 0, the vacuum solution can be verified: 

\ 

wl. (r, z,s) = -4;renbo[ h:~) I dr'r'g(r',z,s) J ( 2.36) 

Next, we calculate the longitudinal wakefield using the Panofsky-Wenzel theorem 

(eq. 2.16) to be, 

f owj_ 
~~= dr--, 

oz 
( 2.37) 
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or, 

( 2.38) 

Let us estimate the energy gain of the electron beam for typical experimental 

parameters, dropping factors of order unity: 

( 2.39) 

As described in Chapter 4, the experimentally achieved plasma density range is 

1013
- 1014 cm·3 and the electron beam density is 1012 cm·3

, corresponding to a maximum 

energy gain of approximately 0.2 MeV in 1.4 em (FWHM plasma length). However, for 

wakefield excitation to be significant, the electron bunch length must be smaller than the 

plasma period. In the experiment, the ratio of electron bunch length to plasma wakefield 

kPa; ~ 4 - 14, which would result in insignificant longitudinal wakefields. Strong plasma 

wakefields can be produced using higher density plasmas and appropriate electron 

bunches, to accelerate trailing bunches as in the standard plasma wakefield accelerator 

For the LBNL experiment, the relative magnitude of the two wakefield 

components within the bunch can be estimated by dimensional analysis to be, 

w; 
_II - o-r .9(1). ( 2.40) 
w.L O"z 

Here .9(1) represents an expression with value of order unity. For experimental 

parameters (described in Chapter 4), this corresponds to the longitudina] wakefield being 
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approximate ley 1 0% the strength of the transverse wakefield. A review· of wakefield 

acceleration schemes can be found in Esarey, et al.41 We focus our attention on the 

transverse wakefields produced in the experiment. 

The envelope equation 2.4 requires wakefields averaged over the radial beam 

profile. Performing the average, we obtain the compiete set of equations for electron 

beam envelope evolution in overdense plasma lenses: 

d2R(z,s) &2 e (r·Wl.(r,z,s))r 
= ---

2R(z,s) 

where 

r -r
2 12R2

(z,s) [ ] (r. W1. (r,z,s)) 1 dr r e rW1. (r,z,s) 
-------'--r = ___ and 

R(z,s) R(z,s) rd -r
2 !2R 2 (z,s) ' rre 

.... ;, 

W ( ) _ 4 [k .. :f. d'. k ( _ ')h( ')oG(r,z,s')_h(s)oG(r,z,s)] 
l. r,z,s - nenbo P s sm P s s s 

2 
. 

00 • or r or 

( 2.41) 

These equations are analyzed in detail in Ref. [3 7]. It should be noted that the 

above model does not assume a "thin lens"; that is, the model is valid even if the beam 

radius changes inside the lens. 

In the next section, these equations are w~ed in simulation codes to study plasma 

lens dynamics. 

2.4. Envelope Model and Plasma Lens Temporal Dynamics 

Using the envelope model developed in Section 2.2, we have developed a 

simulation which solves the envelope equation for specified wakefields (see Appendix). 
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In this section, we discuss temporal dynamics of plasma lenses usmg theory and 

simulation. 

If the plasma response to the electron beam were instantaneous, the plasma lens 

would be formed immediately as the beam enters and focus the entire bunch. However, 

since the plasma can respond only at a timescale of OJ/, the lens is not formed 

instantaneously. If the plasma wavelength is smaller than the bunch rise time, kPa; <1, 

and the head of the bunch is not focused. In contrast, for long bunches or high plasma 

densities, kPa; >> 1, and the plasma can respond very quickly, allowing the whole bunch 

to focus. In the UCLA experiment (see Appendix for experimental parameters), since 

kPa; =1.3, the head of the bunch was not focused, as shown in Figure 2.1. In the LBNL 

experiment, kPa; varies from 4.1 to 14.4. Therefore, the wakefield follows the bunch 

profile very closely and the entire bunch experiences focusing (Figure 2.2). 

1.2 1.2 

1.0 

.!! 0.8 
0 

0.8 :0: :a: 0 
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D.. 0.6 Bunch Profile 0 0.6 
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.s:. 11) 

u ::::!! 
s::: 0 11) 

::J 0.4 0 0.4 Q. 
m 0 

0.2 0.2 

0 0.0 

-0.2 -0.2 
-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 
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Figure 2.1 Calculated plasma wakefield as a function of time for the UCLA experiment 
(kpo;=1.3). Due to the lag in plasma response, the head of the bunch does not experience the 
focusing force. 
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Figure 2.2 Calculated plasma wakefield for the LBNL experiment (kpa;=14.4). Note that the 
wakefield follows the beam profile closely. 

Another aspect of temporal dynamics is the variation in the evolution of different 

longitudinal bunch "slices" due to time-dependence of the focusing force. Assuming all 

slices start with the same envelope size and slope, their evolution under the effect of time-.. 

dependent plasma focusing can be examined through the simulation. Inside the plasma, 

each bunch slice is focused differently depending on its time of arrival. In other words, 

different slices receive different "kicks" and, therefore, their envelopes evolve differently. 

Figure 2.3 shows the evolution of individual slices (dashed lines) for parameters relevant 

to the LBNL experiment. As expected, while the first slice is unaffected, the subsequent 

slices are focused by the lens. The effective bunch size is calculated using ~ weighted 

average of all bunch slices (solid line in Figure 2.3) for comparison with measurements. 
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Figure 2.3 Calculated evolution of bunch slices under time-dependent focusing. The dashed 
lines represent the calculated envelope of selected bunch slices. The solid red line is the 
effective bunch size calculated using a weighted average of all bunch slices. 

In the next section, we examine the effect of return currents on beam evolution in 

plasma, using both theoretical models and simulation. 

2.5. Return Currents in Plasma 

The wakefields calculated above already account for the plasma return currents, 

since both the plasma and beam currents were included in the V' x B equation (eq. 2.17). 

The longitudinal beam and plasma currents can be calculated explicitly for a gaussian 

bunch to be, 
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2 
· Ro -r2 12R2 

J bz (r, z) = -ecnbo -
2 

e 
R 

( 2.42) 

( 2.43) 

Figure 2.4 shows the beam and plasma currents as a function of radial distance. 

For low plasma density (k~ small), the return current flows in an area that is large 

compared to beam size. In contrast, at high plasma density, most of the return current 

flows inside the bunch. By neutralizing the beam current almost completely, the return . 

current can significantly weaken the plasma lens focusing for high value<; of k~. 
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~ 
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0., 0.2 
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0 
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r [ rnrn] 

Figure 2.4 Plasma current profile along r-axis. The bunch profile is shown as a dashed line. The 
solid lines represent the plasma current magnitude for various plasma densities. 

Next, to study the effect of the return currents, let us recalculate the wakefields 

excluding the plasma return currents for compari~on purposes. This is accomplished by 

leaving out the z-component of the plasma current in the V x B equation ( eq. 2.17). The 
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equation for the scalar vector potential remains the same, while the equation for the 

vector potential is modified: 

( 2.44) 

Subtracting the two equations yields, 

( 2.45) 

Solving for the transverse wakefield, W .l = 8( Az - ¢)I 8r , we obtain, 

w_l (r, z, s) = -4/lenbok p roods' sink p (s- s')h(s') .[ dr' r' g(r, z, s') 0 ( 2.46) 

This wakefield, with return currents "off', can be compared to the wakefield 

calculated using the complete plasma response (eq. 2.35). Figure 2.5 shows the reduction 

in wakefield due to return currents for various plasma densities for a given beam size. As 

expected, for higher values of k P cr ro the wakefield is observed to reduce significantly in 

magnitude. 
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Figure 2.5 The radial wakefield for various plasma densities (a) nP=2xl0 12 cm·3
, kPa;=0.27 (b) 

nP=6xl0 12 cm·3
, kPa;=0.46 and (c) nP=6xl0 13 em·\ kPa;=1.46. The dashed lines are the radial 

wake fields in the absence of plasma currents. The solid lines are the actual wakefields including 
plasma return currents. 

The two models will be used to analyze the experimental data in Chapter 4. The 

computer code developed for modeling the experiment offers the option of including or 

excluding the return currents. When the return currents are "on" the code uses the full 

wakefield response, and when the return currents are turned "off", the code uses the 
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modified wakefields. Further description of the simulation can be found in the Appendix. 

As an example, Figure 2.6 shows the difference between beam envelope with return 

currents 'on' and 'off for kpcrr=0.33. As expected, return currents do not reduce beam 

focusing significantly. In contrast, Figure 2. 7 shows that significant reduction in focusing 

can be expected due to plasma currents for k P cr r = 1.1. 
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Figure 2.6 Calculated beam evolution in plasma with and without plasma currents. For 
k P cr r =0.33, the return currents do not reduce beam focusing significantly: the solid line is only 

slightly above the short-dashed line. 
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Figure 2. 7 Calculated beam evolution in plasma with and without plasma currents. For 
k P cr r = 1.1, the return .currents significantly reduce beam focusing. 

From the above graphs it is clear that in order to deduce the impact of return 

current on beam focusing, diagnostics capable of measuring the full longitudinal 

evolution of beam envelope are needed. For this purpose, an. electron beam diagnostic 

that can measure beam size as a function of propagation distance, was developed33 •34•4~. 

The measurement technique is described in Chapter 4. 

In the next chapter, the production of plasma through la,ser ionization is described. 

Measurement of plasma density, and its dependence on neutral gas density and laser 

intensity is presented. 
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3. Plasma Production and Characterization 

3.1. Introduction 

Plasmas with properties suitable for plasma lens experiments have been produced 

in several ways -- rf discharges, laser ionization, and collisional beam ionization. The 

plasma lens experiments at K.EK and UCLA utilized rf discharge in Argon gas31
•
32

. The 

ANL experiment used a 35 em long, variable density hollow cathode arc plasma column. 

In the next few paragraphs, the plasma requirements and our choice of plasma production 

method are discussed. 

To demonstrate the effectiveness of plasma focusing and simplify the analysis of 

the experiment, we opted to use plasmas free of external fields. To study the overdense 

regime (np >> nb), plasma densities greater than 1013 cm·3 are required since the beam 

density is about 1012 cm-3
. As discussed in Section 2.4, k pcrz >> 1 is necessary for 

focusing since the plasma electrons take time to respond to the beam. For BTF5 

parameters, this corresponds to requiring plasma densities greater than 6 x 1012 cm·3
• In 

addition, to explore both the charge and current neutralization regimes, k pcrr <1 and 

kpcrr>1, respectively, we need plasma densities in the range 1013 -1014 cm-3
• To 

summarize, we need a plasma source capable of generating 1013 -10 14 cm·3 density 

plasmas in a controllable manner. 

Furthermore, the plasma lifetime must be greater than the pulse length of the 

electron bunch ( crrms =15 ps). This is not a stringent requirement since plasma 

recombination times for the densities in question are of the order of tens of 

nanoseconds43
A

4
. 
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The transverse plasma size should be larger than the typical beam transverse size 

(1 00-300 IJID). To calculate the desired length of the plasma, we first calculate the 

plasma lens focusing strength, k, to be 0.10- O.Ol/cm2 using ni=0.7- 6.0 x 1012 cm·3 and 

eq. 1.7. For a focal length of the order of the original beta function, approximately 10 

em, we find L ~ 1/llifl ~ 1 - 1 Ocm . A more accurate estimate of the desired plasma length 

was made using the simulation code; the desired plasma length was found to be in the 

range of 1-3 em. 

Keeping these requirements in mind, we decided to use laser-produced plasmas 

for several reasons. Firstly, they are free of external fields. Secondly, it is relatively 

simple to obtain the desired density, size and shape by controlling the laser intensity, size,, 

and shape. Furthermore, production of plasmas through laser-ionization allows access to:, 
' . 

plasma volume for beam size measurements at close proximity to and inside the plasma. 

The gas Tripropylamine (TP A) was selected because of its high ionization cross-section , 

in the UV and its high vapor pressure at room temperature. Plasmas were produced in 

slab-shapes to obtain the desired interaction length and to enable density measurements 

above cutoff. 

In addition to the laser produced plasrna, the electron beam also produces plasma 

by collisionally ionizing theTripropylamine gas as it travels through the plasma chamber. 

Such plasmas have densities proportional to the beam density and are described in more 

detail in Section 4.5. 

A Mach-Zehnder microwave frequency interferometer was used to measure the 

plasma density. The interferometer measures the plasma density by comparing the 

difference in the microwave beam phase charge between the plasma and reference arms. 

The plasma density measurements obtained through the phase change method are verified 

using the frequency cutoff method. · 
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The process of two-photon ionization of gas is explained in Section 3 .2, including 

a description of the laser system and Tripropylamine vapor. Microwave interferometry is 

discussed in detail in Section 3.3. 

3.2. Plasma Production Through Two Photon Ionization 

Under two-photon ionization, a molecule is ionized through the absorption of two 

photons. Depending on the laser intensity and pulse length, ionization can be a single or 

a double step process45
• In the two-step ionization process, the molecule is first excited to 

an intermediate level, and then ionized through the absorption of a second photon. The 

intermediate level can be a real or virtual energy level of the molecule. In the case of a 

real intermediate level, the ionization cross-section is greatly enhanced. 

For laser pulse lengths short compared to the life-time of the intermediate state, 

the two-step ionization process is described bl5
, 

( 3.1) 

where N0 is the neutral gas density [cm-3
], I is the laser pulse intensity [W/cm2

], L1t is the 

laser pulse length (s], and (h 0 the photon energy [Jsec], cr 1 the photo-excitation cross-

section [ cm2
] of the intermediate state and cr2 the photo-ionization cross section [ cm2

]. 

For laser pulse lengths longer than the lifetime of the intermediate state, the two-photon 

ionization is given bl5
, 

( 3.2) 

where 1: is the lifetime of the intermediate state. 

In general, the plasma density in both cases can be expressed as45
, 
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( 3.3) 

where all the other constants have been absorbed m a, the two-photon ionization 

coefficient [ crn4/W]. 

3.2.1. LASER SYSTEM 

The laser system used for the production of plasma is a Q-switched Nd:YAG 

laser. The output wavelength of 1064 nrn is quadrupled using a KD*P crystal. The laser 

provides 100 rnJ of 266 nrn radiation in 6 ns pulses with a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The 

output beam profile is circular with o;. = 0.25 ern. The pulse duration at 266 nrn was 

determined by measuring a fast photo-diode signal on an analog oscilloscope to be 6 ns {. 

(FWHM). 

ELECTRON BEAM 

Nd:YAG LASER 
266 nm 

100 mJ, 6 ns 

PriG Cylindrical Lens 
r----

1 meter 

Figure 3.1 Layout ofthe plasma lens experiment. The solid box represents the plasma chamber. 
The electron beam traverses the "waist" of the laser beam. 

As discussed earlier, the electron beam must traverse several centimeters of 

plasma for effective focusing. In order to have precise control over the lens length and 

position, the ionizing laser beam was brought in at 90° to the electron beam propagation 

axis. The electron beam would traverse the laser beam waist as shown in Figure 4.2. To 

achieve centimeter-sized laser waists, the laser beam was defocused horizontally using a 
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cylindrical defocusing lens. To maintain the high laser intensity level (and the plasma 

density), the beam was focused in the vertical direction. By adjusting the focusing and 

defocusing mirrors, the beam waist size was varied in the range 4 mm to 40 mm. 

The transverse laser beam size at the location of the electron beam is measured by 

projecting the beam on a glass plate. The fluorescence of the glass plate is imaged onto an 

8-bit CCD camera. The size of the laser beam is then measured by fitting a gaussian 

curve through the cross-section of the image. 

Electron 
Beam • 

2cm 

Figure 3.2 CCD camera image of the modified laser beam profile at the location of the electron 
beam. 

The laser beam intensity (and therefore, the plasma density) can be controlled by 

changing the location of the cylindrical defocusing lens placed before the chamber 

entrance. The horizontal location of the laser line-focus along the e-beam path can be 

adjusted through the position of the UV cylindrical lens. A motorized laser mirror allows 

optimization of spatial alignment between the laser beam and the electron beam. The Q-

switch timing of the laser can be adjusted electronically to synchronize plasma production 

with electron beam arrival time. Further details of laser and electron beam alignment and 

synchronization can be found in Section 4.2. 

3.2.2. TRIPROPYLAMINE 

Tripropylamine (C9H21 N), with an ionization potential of 7.3 eV, is suitable for 

two-photon ionization at 266 nm (2h v = 9.36eV). It was chosen for this experiment 

because it has a high vapor pressure (3.5 Torr) at room temperature and a high ionization 
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cross section in the .. _uv. Both these properties allow us to achieve the high plasma 

densities required for the plasma lens return current regime. 

3.3. Plasma Density Measurements Through Microwave 
Interferometry 

In this section, the interferometry techniques used to measure the laser-produced 

plasma density is described. The basic concept of a Mach-Zehn<.ler microwave 

interferometer is as follows. When a microwave signal propagates through plasma, the 

plasma induces a relative shift in the phase of the microwave signal. Th~ relative phase 

shift is a function of the plasma density. Therefore, the plasma density can be deduced 

from the measured relative phas~ shift. 

Input 
--~ Signal 

Plasma 

Figure 3.3 Basic principle behind microwave interferometer. 

Before proceeding to the interferometer description, let us discuss its limitations. 

For a given plasma density, the plasma can transmit signals with a frequency greater than 

the plasma cutoff frequency: 

( 3.4) 
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where ro is the angular frequency of the signal. The plasma cutoff frequency is the 

frequency at which the dielectric function of the plasma becomes zero. In the 

experiment, the frequency of the interferometer is fixed at 94.3 GHz. The critical 

(maximum) plasma density which can transmit 94.3 GHz signals is given by, 

( 3.5) 

where, m P = ~4r.:: 2 n P I m , has been us::.:d. For 94.3 GHz, the cutoff density is 1.12 x 1014 

cm·3
. If the laser-produced plasma density is greater than the cutoff density, the 

transmitted microwave beam would be strongly attenuated. However, as mentioned 

earlier, the experimental goal is to produce plasmas with density above 1014 cm-3
• 

Therefore, the interferometer is not adequate for high-density measurements. 

In addition, non-uniformity in the plasma density can cause microwave 

refraction, leading to incorrect density measurements46
. The simplest kind of non-

uniformity is a plasma boundary. Therefore, the simple interferometer works only for 

"infinite" uniform plasmas with "low" density. In Section 3.3.3, we describe a more 

advanced interferometry technique for measuring high-density plasmas for the 

experiment. In the next section, the functional dependence of accumulated phase change 

on the plasma density is calculated. 
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3.3.1. PLASMA DENSITY CALCULATION FROM PHASE CHANGE 
MEASUREMENTS. 

Ionizing 

¢m~ 
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Beam Dump/ 
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Focusing Optics 

Electron beam 

Microwave 
Transmitting Hom "=========:Pnter1terclmt::ter 

Figure 3.4 Diagram of the plasma production and characterization setup. The solid rectangle 
represents the plasma chamber. The laser is brought into the chamber at right angles to the 
electron beam propagation axis. 

For the experimental setup shown in Figure 3.4, let us derive the formulae ·for 

converting interferometric phase change measurements to plasma density. Consider a 

microwave signal with frequency ro and amplitude E0 propagating along y-direction in 

free space: 

E - E i(koy-ax) - oe . ( 3.6) 

For propagation in plasma, the free-space wavenumber k0 can be replaced by kp(y). The 

phase change accumulated in plasrria is given by, 

( 3.7) 

or, 
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+LI2[ I 2 J m I 4nE np(y)lme 
fl (} = - 11 1 - 2 - 1 dy . 

c -L/2 ~ m . 
( 3.8) 

Here k0 is the vacuum wavenumber, kp(y) is the plasma wavenumber, m is the microwave 

frequency and L is the length of the plasma traversed by the microwave signal. This is a 

general expression for accumulated phase change of a low amplitude electromagnetic 

signal in unmagnetized plasma. Note that the relative phase shift is negative, since the 

plasma dielectric function is less than unity. 

For small plasma densities (m/<<al), the integral can be approximated by, 

+L/2[( 2 J ] m I 4nE np(y)lme 
fl{j-:::::;- 1- -1 dy . 2 

c -L/2 2m 

2 2 I +LI2 
nE me I =- n P (y)dy. 

m c -L/ 2 

( 3.9) 

Since plasma is formed through two-photon ionization by a laser pulse, the 

plasma density profile can be assumed to follow the spatial profile of the laser pulse 

intensity squared (eq. 3.3). Therefore, we can approximate the plasma density profile by a 

gaussian distribution, with the transverse rms size equal to the rms size of the laser beam 

divided by J2. Taking the limits of integration in eq. 3.9 to be infinity, we obtain, 

2 2 I +W 2 2 

(} . nE me I -y !2o-fl -:::::; - n pO e Y dy 
m c 

-CX) ( 3.10) 

Using m = 2nf, the above expression can evaluated to obtain a handy formula for 

calculating plasma density for a given microwave phase shift: 
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np0 [m-3]=4.715x105 (-1::.8)/jcry [m] or, 

n pO [em - 3] = 47.15 ( -1::.8)/ j cry [em] ( 3.11) 

Note that 1.12 x 1014 cm·3 is the cutoff plasma density for 94.3 GHz microwave radiation. 

For plasma density approaching the cutoff density, the low plasma frequency 

approximation (m/<<al) is not valid, and the expression for phase accumulation has to 

be evaluated numerically. Performing the numerical integration of eq. 3.8 and solving for 

nP0, we find, 

npo[em-3]=1.12x1014 (1i1+ 8.86x10-2(-!::.8) -1] 
, V cr_y [em] 

( 3.12) 

for n P ::::; n c = 1.12 x 1014 em-3 

This solution is valid for high densities close to but still less than the cutoff density. It 

can be confirmed that this expression reduces to equation ( 3.11) in the low density limit. 

For measuring plasmas with density greater than the cutoff (1.12 x 1014 cm·3
), a 

more advanced technique must be developed to account for signal attenuation in above-

cutoff plasma densities. There are two main challenges in measuring above-cutoff 

densities. Firstly, we need to ensure that the transmitted amplitude is significant enough 

to be detected. Secondly, we need a phase measurement technique that can measure 

microwave beam ~mplitude and phase change independently, so that the plasma density 

can be calculated correctly. 

The slab shape of the laser-produced plasmas is suitable for this purpose. In the 

horizontal axis, the plasma dimension is much larger than the size of the microwave 
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beam. In the vertical direction, the plasma size estimated from the laser size is about 1 

mm. This size is small enough for the evanescent microwave beam to tunnel through the 

above-cutoff plasma with detectable amplitude. Therefore, to measure densities beyond 

cutoff, we used in-quadrature phase detection47 and relied on microwave tunneling 

through plasmas with thickness less than the plasma skin-depth48
• 

The fractional transmitted signal amplitude is e -aAx , where a= II cS is the 

attenuation constant and 8 is the plasma skin-depth. For a collisionless plasma, cS = c ImP 

and a=mp I c. For a peak plasma density twice the cutoff, the collisionless skin-depth is 

0.4 mm. Using the estimated plasma density profile (as discussed earlier), we calculate 

the transmission coefficient, 

(3.13) 

That is, about 2.2% of the initial signal should be transmitted through the slab 

plasma. (In Section 3.3.3, we will show that the measured transmission is 2.4% ± 0.3%, 

in agreement with calculation.) When the plasma density is greater than the cutoff 

density, the wavenumber is purely imaginary and there is no phaseshift, only attenuation. 

But the tails of any such distribution would have plasma density below cutoff, where the 

interferometer beam would undergo phase accumulation. 

Let us again consider a gaussian plasma profile but with a peak density higher 

than the cutoff density. The microwave beam is launched from one side of the plasma 

slab, from the top of the plasma chamber (Figure 3.5). As the microwave beam enters the 

plasma, it first sees the tail of the gaussian profile with a density below cutoff and, 

experiences a phase shift. As the microwave beam continues to the core of the plasma, 

where the plasma density is above cutoff, an evanescent microwave mode forms in the 

plasma. The microwave beam tunnels through the above-cutoffregion ofthe plasma with 
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significant amplitude attenuation. Once across the above-cutoff region, the microwave 

beam undergoes additional phase shift in the plasma density gaussian tail, finally being 

collected by the interferometer detector at the bottom end of the chamber. 

Due to the strong signal attenuation, both the phase shift and the beam amplitude 

independently must be measured. The single channel interferometry described above is 

no longer adequate. Therefore, an in-quadrature technique, which detects both the signal 

amplitude and phase shift, was developed for use in above-cutoff density regime. 

In the next section, the interferometer and plasma density measurements below 

cutoff are presented, including the effect of beam refraction and attenuation on 

interferometric density measurements. The (high) density measurements for the plasma 

lens experiment are presented in Section 3.3.3, together with a description of the 

microwave tunneling technique with in-quadrature phase measurements. In addition, 

measurements of two-photon ionization cross-section are compared with previous 

literature. 

3.3.2. PHASE DETECTION FOR "LOW" DENSITY PLASMAS 

y 

lz: 
e-beam • 

-z 

Laser beam 
waist 

Microwave Horn 

Microwave Hom 

Figure 3.5 Physical layout of electron beam, laser beam and interferometry microwave beam. 
The laser beam propagation axis is normal to the plane of the drawing. 
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Figure 3.5 shows the physical setup for plasma production44
'
43

'
48

• As mentioned 

earlier, the electron beam propagates through the plasma chamber along the z-axis. The 

ionizing UV laser beam comes along the x-axis from the side, at 90° to the electron beam 

path. To measure the density of the plasma produced by the laser, the microwave beam is 

launched at right angles to the UV laser and the electron beam, from the top of the plasma 

chamber. Using the microwave interferometer, the plasma density is measured as a 

function of neutral gas fill pressure and on laser intensity. The two-photon ionization 

coefficient is measured and compared against literature. 

Figure 3.6 is a schematic of the interferometer setup for single-channel phase 

measurement44
'
43

• In this setup, only one signal (phase) is measured from the 

interferometer as shown~ This technique is valid only for plasma density much lower than 

cutoff because there is no independent measure of signal amplitude. It is presented here 

to illustrate the key principles of interferometric measurements, such as, the effect of 

beam refraction and attenuation on density measurements. For the plasma lens 

experiment, the tunneling technique was used for measuring the density and, is described 

in Section 3.3.3. 
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Figure 3.6 Microwave interferometer setup for single-channel phase shift n:.:asurement. The 
dashed and solid lines represent the reference and plasma arms of the interferometer, 
respectively. 

The interferometer consists of an Impatt diode that generates microwave radiation 

at 94.3 GHz. The microwave beam is split into two arms, with one path going through 

the plasma and the other acting as a reference. To allow measurement of the collected 

signals on a digital oscilloscope (which can detect signals up to a few GHz), we down-

convert the frequency of both signals to 500 MHz by mixing them with 93.8 GHz 

radiation produced by a phase-locked Gunn oscillator. The two down-converted signals 

are mixed in a double-balanced 500 MHz mixer to detect the relative phase. 

Even in absence of plasma, there is a phase difference between the reference and 

plasma arms of the interferometer, corresponding to the actual path length difference. 

The down-converted signals are given by, 

£reference =Eo sin(mt), 

E"p/asma" =Eo sin(mt + Bv ), 

and the mixer output in vacuum is, 

Emix,vac =Eo sin Bv, 

( 3.14) 

( 3 .15) 
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where E0 is the amplitude of the launched microwave signal and ~ is the relative phase 

difference between the "plasma" and reference branches of the interferometer in vacuum. 

The phase, 8,, represents the phase difference due to the path length difference between 

the two interferometer arms. 

In the presence of plasma, 

£reference =Eo sin( ax) 

E plasma =TEo sin( ax+ Bv + !:J.B(t)). 
( 3.16) 

Here .LI{:{"t) is the additional phase difference induced by the plasma and T is the 

transmission coefficient. The mixer output is given by, 

Emix,plas =TEo sin(Bv + !:J.B(t)). ( 3.17) 

Comparing equations 3.15 and 3.16, the phase change due to the plasma, can be 

calculated assuming T= 1 : 

!:J.B =arcsin(£ P I E 0 )- arcsin(£ r I E0 ). ( 3.18) 

Note that this method does not give a correct measure of .LIB when transmission, T, is 

significantly different from unity. Therefore, this method is useful only for plasmas that 

cause little or no attenuation or refraction. 

In the next few paragraphs, the phase shift measurements are described. The 

mixer output for vacuum is a straight line on the oscilloscope, corresponding to the 

vacuum phase difference 8,, as expected from eq. 3.15. We can change 8, by changing 

the path length between the two interferometer arms using a micrometer. The measured 

voltage is plotted against the path length change (Figure 3. 7). As expected, the curve is 

sinusoidal with a period of 3.2 mm corresponding to the 94.3 GHz frequency. 
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Figure 3.7 Measured phase as a function of path length change. The line represents a sine curve 
fit to the data. The wavelength is measured to be 3.2 mm corresponding exactly to 94.3 GHz 
frequency. 

When plasma is produced, the density increases from zero to its peak density and 

drops back to zero as the plasma recombines. Plasma phase difference Ll6ft). should 

therefore be a function. of time and reflect the production and recombination of plasma. 

Figure 3.8 shows a typical measured output from the double-balanced mixer. The 

"baseline" in the measured signal is the vacuum phase difference due to path length. 

When plasma is produced, the phase difference increases. In a matter of few tens of 

nanoseconds, the plasma recombines to neutral gas and the phase shift drops back to the 

baseline position. Although the ionization process is almost instantaneous, collisional 

recombination limits the plasma lifetime to about 20-80 nanoseconds33
. The peak of the 

signal is a measure of the total accumulated phase shift, which can be converted to 

plasma density using equations 3.8 and 3.18. 
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Figure 3.8 Typical measured mixer output signal shows plasma production and recombination. 
The plasma lifetime is about 40 ns. 

There are two methods of measuring the phase shift48
. The "fractional fringe" 

method measures the phase shift (signal amplitude) as a fraction of the maximum phase 

shift of 1t (maximum signal amplitude). In the "turning-point" method, the phase shift is 

measured only at odd multiples of n/2, independe11t of signal amplitude. It can be seen 

from eq. 3.18 that if there is any signal attenuation in plasma, the amplitude dependent 
I 

fractional fringe method would give incorrect measurements of plasma density. 

Signal attenuation can be caused by beam refraction46 (due to non-uniformity of 

plasma density) or reflection (at plasma density higher than cutoff). After being refracted 

by the plasma, the microwave beam would expand transversely, leading to a smaller 

fraction of the signal being collected by the microwave receiving horn. Since amplitude 

change will effectively change the calculated phase shift, this would lead to an (incorrect) 

plasma density calculation which is lower than the actual. 

A better phase detection method that does not rely on signal amplitude is the 

"turning point method". When the microwave phase accumulation reaches 90°, the peak 
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signal height turns around, retracing its steps past zero towards 270°. The signal at these 

"turning points" provides a measurement of phase at odd multiples of rr./2, independent of 

the magnitude of the signal. 

Figure 3.9 shows plasma density calculated from phase measurements as a 

function of fill density. The ionization cross-section (slope of dashed lines) determined 

· using "fractional fringe" method is lower than that measured using the "turning point 

method"48 by a factor of five, indicating that refractive losses may indeed be significant. . 
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Figure 3.9 For cylindrical geometry, phase accumulation measured using the "turning point" 
method gives the correct plasma density. The "fractional fringe" method measures a lower 
"effective" density due to microwave beam refraction at the inhomogeneous plasma. 

To verify that beam refraction was indeed a significant affect, slab-shaped 

plasmas were produced by focusing the UV laser beam to a line focus with a cylindrical 

telescope (Section 3 .2.1 ). It was found that the fractional fringe and turning point 

methods agreed for slab plasmas48
• 

Although the turning-point method is independent of signal amplitude, the 

method is not very accurate since error can be introduced in the determination of the 

exact point of "turning.... Therefore, a more robust method that is independent of signal 
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amplitude and less prone to errors was used. In the next section, we describe a method 

based on in-quadrature signal phase detection. 

3.3.3. PHASE DETECTION FOR PLASMA LENSES THROUGH IN

QUADRATURE TUNNELING INTERFEROMETRY 

As mentioned earlier, the plasma densities needed for the return current regime 

were above the cutoff density. To measure densities beyond cutoff, we used in

quadrature phase detection47 and relied on microwave tunneling through plasmas with 

thickness less than the plasma skin-depth48
. 
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Figure 3.10 Schematic of microwave interferometer for in-quadrature plasma phase shift 
measurement. The solid and the dashed lines represent the path of the plasma and the reference 
signals, respectively. 

Figure 3.10 shows a schematic of the two-channel interferometer. As in the single 

channel interferometer, both the reference and plasma arms are down-converted to 500 

MHz for phase detection. After the down-conversion, both the signals are split into two. 

One the plasma arms is given a 90° phase shift relative to the other. As shown, the 

reference and plasma signal pairs are mixed and viewed on an oscilloscope. Due to the 
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relative 90° phase shift, the two channels effectively measure the sine and cosine of the 

wave phase. 

In vacuum, the two channels measure, 

and, E v2 = E 0 cos Bv. (3.19) 

In plasma, they are given by, 

( 3.20) 

From these expressiOns, we can calculate the microwave phase shift and transmitted 

amplitude: 

!:!..(}=arctan(£ pi j E P2)- arctan(Ev1 / Ev2) and, 

2 2 2 
EP =Ep1 +EP2 

( 3.21) 

Thus, the in-quadrature interferometry gives a direct measure of LJ(} independent 

of the microwave signal amplitude. 

Next we present measurements of plasma density for the lens experiment using 

the in-quadrature technique described above. As mentioned earlier, the plasmas are 

produced in slab shape and both the amplitude and phase of the evanescent mode are 

measured. 

For calibration, the vacuum phase change was measured as a function of the path 

length change of one of the interferometer arms. Figure 3.11 shows the sine and cosine 

channel mixer outputs. Note that in the single channel interferometer, there is only one 

such signal (Figure 3.7). The two curves allow measurement of the exact phase 

difference between the two channels and also the initial amplitude £ 0• As long as the 
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relative phase difference between the two channels is measured accurately (not 

necessarily 90°), the accumulated phase change and signal amplitude can be calculated. 
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Figure 3.11 Phases of the two channels measured as a function of path length change. 

For plasma density measurements, slab-shaped plasmas were produced with 

density close to and above cutoff. The evanescent wave was collected after it tunneled 

through the plasma. The signals were down-converted and processed in the 

interferometer as described earlier. The interferometer outputs (two channels) were used 

to calculate the phase change and transmitted amplitude as given by eq. 3.21, from which 

the plasma density is calculated by inverting eq. 3.8. 

Figure 3.12 shows the quadratic dependence of plasma density on the laser 

intensity as measured using this technique. The laser intensity is varied using thin (2mm) 

quartz attenuators. The two-photon ionization coefficient, a, is measured to be 2.5 x 1 o-29 

W/cm4 (Figure 3.12). This corresponds to an effective single photon absorption cross 

section cr = 0.08 x 10'18 cm2
• Woodworth, et al.45

, have reported absorption cross section 

of 26 x 10'18 cm2 at 222 nm (K.rCl) and 0.6 x 10'18 cm2 at 248 nm (K.rF) and "no 
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measurable absorption" at 284 nm (XeBr). Thus our measurement of 0.08 x 1 o- 18 cm2 at 

266 nm is bracketed by the published results of 0.6 x 1 o-18 cm2 and zero. 

It is important to note that, as mentioned earlier, depending on the laser pulse 

.length, the ionization can be a single or two-step process, with different cross-sections 

(eq. 3.3). The KrF laser used by Woodworth et. al had a 20 ns pulse-length, while the. 

Nd:Y AG laser has a 6ns pulse length. Previous experiments conducted at LBNL 44
.4

3 using 

a KrF laser with 20ns pulse length measured a to be 3.0 ± 0.4 x 10-24 W/cm4 in reasonable 

agreement with Woodworth's measu~ement of2.3 x 10'24 W/cm4
• 
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Figure 3.12 Plasma density scales quadratically with laser intensity. The vertical error bars 
represent the error in resolution of signal peak. The horizontal error bars represent the 
uncertainty in laser intensity (laser beam size, pulse length, and power measurements). 

Plasma density measured as a function of neutral gas fill pressure is shown in 

Figure 3.13. The graph shows density measurements up to two times the cutoff density. 

Independently, we can also use the frequency cut-off method as a check on the 

interferometry measurements. As expected, there is a significant drop in microwave 

beam transmissi<?n close to the cutoff density. At the plasma density of 1.7 x 1014 cm·3
, 

the transmitted microwave amplitude was only 2.4% ±0.3% of the initial amplitude, in 

agreement with the calculated value of 2.2% from Section 3.3 .1. 
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Figure 3.13 Plasma density (solid points) measurement as a function of fill density. It is verified 
that the plasma density varies linearly with fill density. The hollow triangles represent the 
transmitted microwave beam amplitude. The vertical error bars represent the error in resolution 
of the signal peak. For these measurements, the laser intensity was 91.8 MW/cm2

• 

To summarize, slab-shaped plasmas were produced through laser-ionization. The 

plasma density was controlled through neutral gas fill pressure and laser beam intensity 

profile. The two-photon ionization coefficient, a, was measured to be 2.5 x 10"29 W/cm4
• 

Plasma densities up to 4 x 1014 cm·3 were measured using microwave interferometry at 

94.3 GHz. The plasma density required by the experiment was higher than the cutoff 

density for the microwave interferometer beam. To measure plasma densities above 

cutoff, we developed a novel interferometry technique that detects the evanescent 

microwave beam that tunnels through the slab shaped plasma. The change in phase and 

amplitude of the evanescent mode were determined using in-quadrature signal 

measurements. 

In the next chapter, the experiment setup, electron beamline and bunch 

diagnostics are described. Plasma focusing measurements are presented and analyzed 

using theory and simulations. 
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4. Plasma Lens Experiment and Analysis 

4.1. Introduction 

The goal of the experiment is to study return currents in plasma lenses and their 

impact on beam focusing.· From calculations in Chapter 2, we know the parameter 

regime necessary to observe plasma return currents. We require that k P 0' z be large 

enough so that the plasma can respond to the beam excitation within the beam duration. 

Secondly, kpO'r should be sufficiently large (of order 1 or larger) so that the return 

currents flow predominantly inside the beam volume and significantly affect its focusing. 

In Chapter 3, we discussed the production and characterization of plasmas meeting these·, 

requirements. 

The next step is t_o develop electron beam diagnostics capable of resolving the 

impact of plasma lens focusing on the beam. For this purpose, the experiment beamline5 

was designed with extensive diagnostics, including an optical transition radiation (OTR) 

diagnostic33
'
34 capable of measuring beam size at any location inside the plasma 

In this chapter, we describe the experimental setup, the electron beam source, the 

experiment procedure and beam size measurements. We begin with a description of the 

experimental setup in Section 4.2. The electron beam measurements in vacuum and. 
. ' 

plasma are presented in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, we analyze electron beam focusing in 

overdense plasma in detail, including plasma return current effects. The measured beam 

envelopes are compared to results of the envelope model (see Appendix and Ref. [37]) 

and a PIC simulation37
.4

9
. In Section 4.5, bunch propagation and focusing in TPA vapor 

without UV laser ionization are summarized. 
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4.2. Experimental Setup 

The experiment was conducted at the Beam Test Facility (BTF)5 at LBNL. The 

electron beam for the experiment was provided by the injector of the Advanced Light 

Source (ALS). The ALS injector is used only once every 4-6 hours for 20 minutes to fill 

the ALS storage ring. The BTF was designed to take advantage of the available injector 

time. 

The ALS injector is a 50 MeV linear accelerator. It consists of a thermionic gun 

followed by bunching and accelerating cavities. The linac beam parameters are listed in 

Table 4.1. The BTF transport line begins at the dipole magnet BX, which diverts the 

electron beam from its nominal path to the ALS Booster and Storage rings, as shown in 

Figure 4.1. 

Energy 50 MeV 

Charge 1-2 nC/bunch 

Bunch Length rms 15 ps 

Macropulse frequency 1Hz 

Microbunch frequency 125 MHz 

No. ofbunches/Macropulse 1-10 

Emmittance rms 0.32 mm-mrad 

Table 4.1 Electron beam parameters at linac exit. Nominal operating parameters are underlined. 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic drawing of the Beam Test Facility beamline. The dipole bend magnets, 
BX, B 1, B2, B3 and B4 steer the beam. Q7 and Q8 are the final set of quadrupole magnets used 
to obtain the desired beam properties at the experimental chamber. 

The beamline is equipped with extensive diagnostics to measure beam properties. 

Bunch charge is measured by Integrating Current Transformers (ICTs) located at the linac 

exit, after the Q7 quadrupole, and inside the plasma chamber. The ICT signals are 

integrated on a fast oscilloscope to yield bunch charge. They allow optimization of beam 

alignment by minimizing charge loss in the beamline. In addition, electron beam position 

is monitored by five Beam Position Monitors (BPMs). Five phosphor screens with 

cameras ("TVs") located at various positions along the beam line allow for measurement 

of the transverse beam size and alignment prior to entry into the plasma chamber. 

To measure the beam profile inside the plasma chamber, optical transition 

radiation was used33
'
34

• Charged particles produce radiation when passing through a 

heterogeneous material, such as an interface between two media with different dielectric 

. properties. At the interface, the Fresnel laws of reflection and refraction have to be. 
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satisfied. Ginsburg and Frank50 have calculated the radiation produced by charged 

particles at such an interface. This "transition" radiation is emitted in both the forward 

and backward directions with an angular distribution in the shape of a hollow cone. A 

derivation of the basic formulas can be found in textbooks51
• To calculate the transition 

radiation, the fields produced by the relativistic charged particles are treated as 

superpositions of many pseudo-photon fields. When the radiation fields of the pseudo

photons are incident on the medium boundary, they have to satisfy the appropriate 

matching conditions for reflection and refraction. The problem is reduced to scattering of 

photons at a medium boundary. The transverse extent of the radiation at the boundary 

surface is equal to the size of the emitting bunch. 

Measurement of beam properties through backward emitted OTR has been 

described in detail previousll3
'
34

• In the experiment, OTR was produced at thin mirrors 

coated with high-reflectivity aluminum52
. The OTR diagnostic was mounted on a 

remotely controlled motorized stage. By moving the stage, the bunch alignment and size 

at any location inside the one meter long chamber can be obtained. Also on the moving 

stage, was an ICT that measured bunch charge at any location inside the chamber. 

The electron beam OTR was transported out of the chamber through a 3/8" thick 

quartz window, 2 inches in diameter. The OTR was transported over 8 meters and 

imaged on a 16-bit cooled CCD camera53 to obtain measuring the time-integrated electron 

bunch profiles. To enable the collection of OTR through the long distance, the radiation 

was collimated using four optical achromatic lenses. The imaging system was designed 

to magnify the beam image by a factor of three. The imaging system resolution was 

measured to be 6)lm using an imaging target. By moving the OTR stage along the beam 

path, the electron beam envelope was measured at various locations. To measure the 

bunch length, the OTR was also imaged onto a 2 ps resolution streak camera34
'
54

• 
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The electron beam entered the plasma chamber through a 7.6 11m thick Kapton 

window (12.5 mm in diameter). This window separated the transport line high vacuum ( < 

10-7 Torr) from the gas filled chamber. The beam exited the one meter long chamber 

through a 75 11m thick Beryllium window and was dumped_ The effect of the window on 

the electron beam emittance is discussed in the next section. 

ELECTRON BEAM 
SO MeV 

1-2 nCJbunch, 15 ps -
Nd:YAG LASER 

266mn 
100 mJ, 6ns 

..... Cylindrkal Lens 

~----_...,-..,._ , CCD Camera 

I Streak Camera I 
1 meter 

Figure 4.2 Schematic of Plasma Lens Experiment 

As discussed in Section 3.1, the electron beam must traverse several centimeters of 

plasma for effective focusing . To achieve the desired plasma lens length of 1-3 em, the 

(initially round) laser beam is brought to a line-focus at the location of the electron beam, 

such that the electron beam traverses across the laser beam waist (Figure 4.2). By 

adjusting the UV mirrors, the beam waist size was varied in the range 4 mm to 40 mm. 

The laser beam size and intensity were measured at the plane of the electron beam through 

CCD images, as described in Chapter 3. 

The laser beam intensity (and therefore, the plasma density) was controlled by 

changing the location of the cylindrical defocusing lens placed before the chamber 

entrance. Spatial alignment between the electron beam and the laser beam was achieved 

by controlling the vertical position of the laser beam by a motorized laser mirror. In order 
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to measure the plasma position, the laser beam was imaged after it exits the chamber. The 

horizontal location of the laser line-focus along the e-beam path is controlled by the 

position of the UV cylindrical lens. 

To ensure that plasma was produced prior to the electron beam arrival time 

(monitored electronically with a fast RPM), the UV ··l.aser pulse timing was measured with 

a photodiode, and adjusted electronically through the Q-switch timing of the laser. The 

timing window is determined by the lifetime of the plasma (20-80 ns). 

4.3. Observation of Beam Focusin·g in Plasma 

In this section, we describe electron beam focusing measurements in plasma42
• 

First, the electron beam size (time-integrated and time-resolved) was measured in. vacuum 

as a function of propagation distance inside the chamber. The quadrupole magnets, Q7 

an4 Q8 (Figure 4.1), were adjusted to get the desired operating beam parameters- bunch 

size and divergence at lens entrance. 

A typical bunch envelope is shown in Figure 4.3. At the top of the figure, OTR 

images ofthe beam are shown at five z-locations. The effective rms size, R, of the bunch 

;as calculated from the image cross-sections by fitting the gaussian profile e -r
2 1 2

R
2 

for 

·both x- andy-axes. The size average and standard deviation was calculated from 10-20 

shots, as plotted on the graph. From this graph, we can obtain the value of the bunch 

~mittance, envelope size and slope. These parameters are used as initial conditions for 

the electron beam. 
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Figure 4.3 Measurement of beam size using OTR at various positions along the direction of 
propagation of the electron beam in vacuum. The solid and dashed lines represent the best fit 
through the transverse beam size, crrms• in the x-axis andy-axis, respectively. 

Using streak camera images of OTR, the nns bunch length was measured to be 15 

ps as shown in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4 a) Streak image of bunch OTR with 2 ps resolution. The abscissa axis represents time 
(t-z/c) and the ordinate axis represents the vertical dimension. The false color represents beam 

·intensity. b) A line-out through the center of the bunch is used to measure the bunch length. 

Note that the above bunch measurement in vacuum were performed with the 

7 .6~-tm Kapton window position at the chamber entry. Previous comparisons of beam size 

measurements using a 2~-tm nitrocellulose foil showed that the window does increase the 

beam emittance. However since the window was used for both the vacuum and plasma 

measurements, the emittance growth is the same and does not affect the experiment 

conclusions. 

After the bunch size measurements in vacuum were complete, the chamber was 

filled with TP A vapor to the desired pressure. Beam evolution in the vapor (no laser 

beam) was measured using OTR. The electron beam was observed to focus in TPA vapor 

(Figure 4.5) due to plasma formed by the beam through collisional ionization of TPA. The 

topic of beam focusing in collisionally ionized plasma is discussed in Section 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5 OTR images of electron beam in vacuum, TPA vapor (no laser) and laser-produced 
plasma. 

Next, the· laser beam was brought to a line focus at the location of the beam and 

synchrortized with the timing of the electron bunches. Beam evolution under overdense 

plasma focusing was measured (Figure 4.5) using OTR images. 
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Figure 4.6 Measured electron beam sizes in the y-axis with and without laser-produced plasma 
lens. The hollow points are the beam sizes in vacuum. The solid points are the beam sizes 
measured with a laser-produced plasma with density 4.1 x 1013 cm-3

, centered at z=4.4cm. Each 
point is an average of 10-20 shots and the error bars represent the statistical standard deviation. 
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Figure 4.6 shows the electron beam envelope before and after a typical overdense 

plasma lens is turned on. Each envelope scan took about an hour to collect. The first 

graph shows the beam size in x-axis (!nd the second graph shows the measured beam size 

in y-axis. Note that the beam sizes before the plasma ( z<2cm) are the same for both 

curves. The benefit of detailed diagnostics is evident from this graph. 

-
ICTs were used to verify that the current throughput of the beamline remained the 

same (within 1 %) in the presence of plasma lens. Using OTR images, it was confirmed 

that the measured increase in CCD image intensity count was consistent with the 

reduction in transverse beam size to within experimental error (Figure 4.7). For this case, 

the horizontal and vertical beam sizes were measured to decrease by 7% ± 3% and 19% ± 

3%, respectively, corresponding to an intensity increase of 33% ± 4%. The increase in 

ii-Itensity count obtained from the CCD images was 27% ± 6%, in reasonable agreement. 

To verify that the bunch charge is conserved after passing through the plasma, 

total intensity integrated over the beam spot (effectively, the total bunch charge) was 

measured. It was found that the total intensity count of the focused beam was within 1% 

of the unfocused beam. The bunch charge measurements were confirmed independently 

using the ICT mounted on the OTR stage inside the plasma chamber. 

It was confirmed that in the absence of TP A vapor, with the laser beam in the 

chamber, there was no focusing. Also, the beam focusing was observed to disappear 

when the laser beam was blocked before chamber entrance. Furthermore, when the laser 

was purposely spatially or temporally mis-aligned with the electron beam, the focusing 

reduced to zero. 
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Figure 4.7 Typical histogram of electron beam size (x- andy-direction) and beam intensity as a 
functio~ of shot number. This was used to verifY that the increase in beam intensity was 
accompanied by decrease in transverse beam sizes .. 

The plasma lenses produced are st<~:ble from shot to shot. Most of the jitter is in 

the election bunch position and arrival time, which is controlh~d by the electron gun shot 

to shot reproducibility. The laser beam is stable over several hours and needs minor 

readjustment of laser cavity every 5-6 hours. The error bars on the OTR scans represent 

the statistical standard deviation over 10-20 shots. 
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To check the imaging systems, the transverse beam sizes measured by the two 

cameras (CCD and Streak) are compared and found to agree within experimental error. 

4.4. Beam Focusing in Return Current Regime 

In this section, the effect of return current on beam focusing in laser produced pre

ionized plasmas is examined 55
• Since return currents are significant only for large values 

of k pcrr, high plasma densities .and large beam sizes were used to study their effect on 

plasma focusing. As described previously, slab-shaped plasmas were produced with 

densities in the range 2 x 1013
- 4 x 1014 cm-3

• The measured beam sizes ranged from 200 

- 400 microns at the plasma lens. These parameters correspond to a k~ range of 0.3 -1.1 

and k P cr z range of 4-14. The following table summarizes the experimentally achieved 

parameter regime. 
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Electron Beam 

Energy 50 MeV 

nb 0. 7 - 6.0 x 1012 cm·3 

o; 15 ps, 4.5 mm 

o; 200-500 j.lm 

Plasma 

n, 1013 
- 1014 cm·3 

k 6-20 /em 

Lens. 

Length 1.8-2.4 em 

K 0.4 - 2.5 /cm2 

kpo; 4- 14 

k~ 0.3- 1.1 

Table 4.2 Experimentally achieved parameter regime. 

As an example, Figure 4.8 shows the beam envelope measured for vacuum and 

two plasma densities. The round points represent the beam sizes measured in vacuum. 

When laser-plasma of density 4.9 x 1013 cm·3 is produced along the its path, at z=4.4cm, 

the electron'beam is observed to focus to a smaller beam size (triangular points). When 

the plasma density is increased to 1.5 x 1014 cm·3
, the measured beam sizes, though still 

smaller than in vacuum, show less focusing (squares) .. The value of k PR for the two 

cases was 0.38 and 0.65 respectively. As expected, the plasma lens with higher k PR 

produces less beam focusing, due to current cancellation by the plasma. 
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Figure 4.8 Beam envelope measured for vacuum and two plasma densities ("Case 3y" and "Case 
4y" from Table 4.3). 

Table 4.3 summarizes the experimental parameters for plasma lenses presented in 

this thesis. 

Lens PLASMA E-BEAM LENS 
ID nP s [em] Q & R(O) R'(O) kp o; k~ 

1x 2.3E+13 0.59 1.02 0.55 422 -1.52 4.1 0.33 
1y 2.3E+13 0.59 1.02 0.55 402 -1.08 4.1 0.33 

2x 2.9E+14 0.44 1.05 0.50 397 -1.44 14.4 1.10 
2y 2.9E+14 0.44 1.05 0.44 374 -0.94 14.4 1.07 

3x 4.9E+13 0.61 1.3 0.46 495 -1.89 5.9 0.57 
3y 4.9E+13 0.61 1.3 0.35 332 -1.64 5.9 0.38 

4x 1.5E+ 14 0.61 1.3 0.46 495 -1.89 10.4 0.99 
4y 1.5E+ 14 0.61 1.3 0.35 332 -1.64 10.4 0.65 

Table 4.3 Parameters for plasma lenses experimentally produced at BTF. 

Cases 1 and 2, which have different values of k P R and almost round electron 

beams will be used to study return current effects in the next section using an envelope 
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simulation code (see Appendix) and a PIC simulation. Cases 3 and 4, which have 

asymmetric beams, but identical vacuum evolution, will be examined in Section 4.4.3._ 

4.4.1. RETURN CURRENT EFFECTS 

In this section, we examine two plasma lenses, one with low return current 

(kpR=0.33), the other with high current (kpR=l.l). The measurements are analyzed 

through the simulation code (see Appendix) by comparing the calculated beam evolution 

from two wakefield models_~ one that includes plasma return currents ("on") m-..d one that 

doesn't ("off'). 

The simulation models the electron beam evolution through the beam envelope, 

d2R(z,s) &2 e (r·W_i(r,z,s))r 
= ---

R\z,s) 2R(z,s) 

where ( 4.1) . 

Here, R(z,s) is the rms beam size as a function of propagation distance and s=ct-z. The 

simulation solves the envelope equation numerically for specified wakefields. For each 

set of data, the initial beam envelope R(O) and slope R'(O) are obtained from the TPA 

vapor scans, and used as initial conditions for the plasma scans. It should be noted that, 

as mentioned in the previous section, the evolution of the beam in TP A is different than 

in vacuum. The code takes the TP A evolution as the initial condition and, calculates the 

additional focusing due to laser-ionized overdense plasma. Further description of the 

envelope model simulation code can be found in the Appendix. 

The wakefield W_L was calculated in Chapter 2 (eq. 2.41): 
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W ( ) -4 [k r d I • k ( - ')h( ') 8G(r,z,s')- h(s) 8G(r,z,s)] 
.l r, z, s - Jren bO P s sm P s s s 2 , 

OC! 8r y 8r 

( 4.2) 

where, 

G(r,z,s) = r dr' r' g(r' ,z,s)I0 (k Pr')K0 (k pr) + .(dr' r' g(r', z,s)I0 (k pr)K0 (k pr'). 

( 4.3) 

Here g(r,z,s) and h(s) are the radial and longitudinal beam profiles, respectively. 

For comparison, the wakefield with return current "off' was calculated in Section, 

2.5 (eq. 2.47) to be, 

The simulation code includes both models and offers the user the choice of 

calculating beam evolution in plasma either with return currents "on" or "off'. By using 

the simulation code under various parameter regimes, we proceed to analyze beam size 

measurements. 

Let us consider a plasma lens (Case 1x from Table 4.3) with a low value of 

kPR=0.33. For this lens, peak~= 2.3 x 1013 cm-3
, corresponding to kPa;= 4.1. The 

calculated radial current distributions of the beam and plasma (eqs. 2.43 and 2.44) are 

plotted in Figure 4.9. Only 12% of the plasma currents flow within the beam radius. 

Therefore, we expect the reduction in focusing to be minimal. Figure 4.10 shows the 

measured beam evolution in such a plasma lens produced experimentally. The solid 

curves are the calculated beam envelopes in 0.55 Torr TPA and overdense plasma lens 

with the return currents included37
• Note that since the envelope model does not include 
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background gas effects (ionization and scattering), the TP A measurements are treated as 

the initial conditions for the electron beam evolution without overdense plasma focusing. 

Beam focusing and scattering in TPA is discussed in Section 4.5. For comparison, we 

have also plotted a simulated beam envelope excluding plasma return currents (dashed 

curve). The calculated beam evolution is in reasonable Rgreement with measurements. 

The simulated beam evolution without return current shows slightly stronger focusing 

than the solid curve with return current. As expected, the focusing strength reduction due 

to current cancellation is only minimal for the low k PR value of0.33. 
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Figure 4.9 Plasma current compared to beam current for k PR =0.33. The dashed line is the 

beam current profile, while the solid line is the plasma current. The currents are plotted against 
radius normalized to bunch size. 
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Figure 4.10 Beam envelope measurement (points) and simulation (lines) for a plasma lens with 
kPo;=0.33. Hollow and solid points represent beam size measurements in TPA gas with the laser 
beam off and on. The dashed and solid lines are calculated beam sizes in vacuum and full 
plasma wakefield model respectively. The dot-dashed line is beam evolution calculated with 
return currents "off''. 
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For comparison, a plasma with~= 2.9 x 1014 cm·3
, corresponding tokPR =1.1 was 

produced (Case 2x). Calculations show that about 25% ofthe return current flows inside 

the electron bunch rms area for this lens (Figure 4.11 ). Therefore, the return current can 

be expected to cancel the beam current strongly. Figure 4.12 shows the measured beam 

evolution for this plasma lens produced in 4.1 Torr TP A. Simulation results are shown as 

solid lines. The beam evolution calculated ignoring current cancellation (dashed line in 

Figure 4.12) clearly shows how much stronger the beam focusing would have been if 

there were no plasma return current. 
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Figure 4.11 Distribution of bunch current and plasma return currents for k P R = 1.1 
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Figure 4.12 Beam envelope measurement (points) and simulation (lines) for a plasma lens with 
kPo;=l.l. Hollow and solid points represent beam size measurements in TPA gas with the laser 
beam off and on. The dashed and solid lines are calculated beam sizes in vacuum and full 
plasma wakefield model respectively. The dot-dashed line is beam evolution calculated with 
return currents "off'. 

Thus, in agreement with calculations, the return current reduces the focusing 

strength of the plasma lens significantly for large k PR. 

4.4.2. SENSITIVITY TO UNCERTAINTY IN EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS 

Before proceeding to analyze additional data sets, it is useful to examine the 

sensitivity of the simulation results to uncertainty in measured values of plasma 

parameters and electron beam initial conditions56
• 

As described in Chapter 3, the plasma density was calculated from the phase 

change in the microwave interferometer beam, using known neutral gas fill pressure and 
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laser pulse size, length and intensity. The experimental error in measuring the laser pulse 

width was 3%, ~eight 4%, energy 1%, and pulse length 8%, resulting in a 10% 

uncertainty in laser intensity. The 10% error in laser intensity combined with 4% error in 

phase change measurement, 1% error in gas density determination and 4% error in slab 

height gives an estimated error of 15% in determination of plasma density. Possible 

systematic errors (in equipment calibration, etc.) of the same order of magnitude should 

be added to this estimate, resulting in 25% uncertainty in plasma density measurements. 

The plasma length was determined from the laser size. It was assumed that the 

plasma length is equal to the laser beam size divided by .,)2 since the plasma density is 

proportional to the square of laser beam intensity. Since this is an estimate, and it is 

possible that the plasma length is the same as laser beam size, there is a (1-1/.,)2)=30% 

uncertainty in plasma length measurement. 

The electron beam charge was measured using ICT signals on oscilloscopes. It 

was found that there was a difference of about 10% in calibration of two different 

oscilloscopes tested. Although the data presented here was measured from only one 

oscilloscope (Tektronix 544A Oscilloscope), the calibration of the. oscilloscope could be 

incorrect by roughly 10%. In addition, depending on the choice of integration method on 

the oscilloscope, the calculated charge can change by 10%. Combining the two sources 

of error, we estimate the uncertainty in bunch charge measurement to be 14%. 

Streak camera images were used to measure bunch length. A range of 20% was 

measured in the bunch length depending on the settings of the ALS linac. Combined 

with a 10% experimental uncertainty in determination of bunch length from OTR streak 

images, the error in bunch length is calculated to be 22%. 

Finally, the statistical error in measurement of transverse beam size, s~ope and 

emittance from OTR scans is determined to be 10%. 
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The experimental uncertainty in measured parameters is summarized below. 

Parameter Uncertainty 

Plasma density 25% 

Plasma length 30% 

Beam charge 14% 

Bunch length 22% 

R (0) 10% 

R'(O) 10% 

Emittance 10% 

Table 4.4 Experimental uncertainty in measurement of plasma and beam parameters. 

The sensitivity of simulation results to uncertainty in the initial conditions listed 

above was examined for Case 1x. As expected, the envelope code confirmed that the 

focusing effect is not sensitive to 25% level errors in plasma density, since the focusing 

force in the overdense regime derives from the beam density and fields. Beam focusing 

was found to be relatively sensitive to the plasma length uncertainty of 30%. 

Figure 4.13 shows that the envelope evolution is not very sensitive to error in 

charge measurement (14%), keeping all other quantities constant. The electron bunch 

length uncertainty of 22% did not produce significantly different results. The bunch 

radius, slope and emittance (Figure 4.14), all of which had only 10% uncertainty, were 

found to be the most critical experimental parameters. 
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Figure 4.13 Sensitivity of results to uncertainty in bunch charge. 
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Figure 4.14 Calculated beam evolution for emittance increased or decreased by the uncertainty 
in measurements. 

It can be concluded that it is important to measure beam initial conditions 

precisely to ensure accuracy and reproducibility of results. 

4.4.3. PIC SIMULATIONS 

The beam evolution in plasma lenses was analyzed using a PIC simulation37 called 

XOOPIC49 (Object Oriented PIC for X-windows systems). It is a fully relativistic 

electromagnetic code in 2 dimensions (r-z). The number of particles was in the range of 

80,000-200,000 for each species for plasma and about 20,000-50,000 for the beam. The 

region was enclosed in a conducting cavity. 
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Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16 show the comparison between envelope code and PIC 

simulation results57 for the two cases discussed in the previous section. It can be seen that 

the calculations are in good agreement. 
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Figure 4.15 Case lx: Beam envelope with plasma focusing, calculated using envelope code 
(solid line) and PIC simulation (short-dashes). The vacuum evolution is depicted by dashed line. 
Hollow and solid points are measured beam sizes in TPA with laser off and on, respectively. 
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Figure 4.16 Case 2x: Beam envelope with plasma focusing, calculated using envelope code 
(solid line) and PIC simulation (short-dashes). The vacuum evolution is depicted by dashed line. 
Hollow and solid points are measured beam sizes in TPA with laser off and on, respectively. 

We now proceed to examine the beam evolution in they-axis for the same lenses. 

It is important to note that in Cases 1 and 2, the electron beam is almost round in shape~ 
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Figure 4.17 Case ly: Beam envelope with plasma focusing, calculated using envelope code 
(solid line) and PIC simulation (short-dashes). The vacuum evolution is depicted by dashed line. 
Hollow and solid points are measured beam sizes in TPA with laser off and on, respectively. 

Figure 4.17 shows that there is a discrepancy between the simulation results and 

measurements for case ly. Further study of this case is needed. It is possible that the 

initial ·conditions (envelope size, slope and emittance) calculated from the TP A curve are 

not accurate, and hence, lead to incorrect calculation ofbeam evolution in plasma for this 

case. However, there is good agreement between data and simulation for other data sets in 

they-axis (Cases 2, 3 and 4), presented in the next few pages. 
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Figure 4.18 Case 2y: Beam envelope with plasma focusing, calculated using envelope code 
(solid line) and PIC simulation (short-dashes). The vacuum evolution is depicted by dashed line. 
Hollow and solid points are measured beam sizes in TP A with laser off and on, respectively. 

Next, we examine focusing of asymmetric beams, with the beam sizes in the two 

axes differ by approximately 40%. Two cases (Cases 3 and 4) were chosen where the 

electron beam vacuum evolution is the same but the plasma densities are different: nP = 

4.9 x 1013 cm-3 and 1.5 x 1014 cm-3 respectively). The y-axis measurements were shown in 

Figure 4.8 earlier. Below, in Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20 we present calculated beam 

sizes (envelope code and PIC simulation). 
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Figure 4.19 Case 3y: Beam envelope with plasma focusing, calculated using envelope code -··· 
(solid line) and PIC simulation (short-dashes). The vacuum .evolution is depicted by dashed line. 
Hollow and solid points are measured beam sizes in vacuum and with plasma, respectively. 
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Figure 4.20 Case 4y: Beam envelope with plasma focusing, calculated using envelope code 
(solid line) and PIC simulation (short-dashes). The vacuum evolution is depicted by dashed line. 
Hollow and solid points are measured beam sizes in vacuum and with plasma, respectively. 

While agreement in y-axis is reasonable, the same is not true for the x-axis 

measurements (Figure 4.21 and Figure 4.22). 
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Figure 4.21 Case 3x: Beam envelope with plasma focusing, calculated using envelope code :, 
(solid line) and PIC simulation (short-dashes). The vacuum evolution is depicted by dashed line .. : 
Hollow and solid points are measured beam sizes in vacuum and with plasma, respectively. 
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Figure 4.22 Case 4x: Beam envelope with plasma focusing, calculated using envelope code 
(solid line) and PIC simulation (short-dashes). The vacuum evolution is depicted by dashed line. 
Hollow and solid points are measured beam sizes in vacuum and with plasma, respectively. 

It can be seen from the graphs that a;, has local minima at two z-locations. Note 

that the location of the first minimum roughly coincides with the minimum of ~· This is 

best illustrated by graphing a;, and ~on the same graph (Figure 4.23). 
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Figure 4.23 Beam sizes in x- andy-axes measured for vacuum and laser-produced plasma for· 
Case 3. 

We speculate that the discrepancy between observation and· model could arise 

from 3-D effects associated with the initial asymmetry in the beam envelopes. Additional 

reasons for this peculiar behavior could be chromatic aberrations, and correlated and . 

uncorrelated energy spread in the beam58
• If the particular linac tune used for this data set 

caused a larger than usual correlated or uncorrelated energy spread, chromatic aberrations 

in the transport line or the plasma lens would result in different time-dependent focusing 

for the beam in x any. This effect has been observed previously in the UCLA plasma 

lens experiment32
• A quantitative study of envelope evolution of asymmetric beams 

requires a fully 3-D simulation code, and may be pursued in the future. 
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4.5. Focusing by Beam Ionized Plasma 

As mentioned earlier, the electron beam was observed to focus in TP A even in the 

absence of the ionizing laser beam. Figure 4.25 shows one such measurement of beam 

focusing in TP A (no laser beam). 
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Figure 4.24 Measured beam focusing in background gas (TPA vapor, no laser beam) for two fill 
pressures for typical experimental parameters. The 0.55 Torr curve corresponds to Case lx TP A. 
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Figure 4.25 Measured beam focusing in background gas (TPA vapor, no laser beam) for two fill 
pressures for typical experimental parameters. The 0.55 Torr curve corresponds to Case ly TPA. 

To compare the effect of gas-focusing to plasma focusing, the measured beam 

sizes in vacuum, 0.55 Torr TPA vapor and laser-produced plasma are shown on the same 

plot for Case 1 y. Similarly, Figure 4.27 shows the data for 4.1 Torr gas pressure. 
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Figure 4.26 Measured beam s1zes m vacuum, TPA vapor and laser-produced plasma 
corresponding to Case ly. 
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Figure 4.27 Measured beam sizes in vacuum, TPA vapor (4.1 Torr) and laser-produced plasma 
for beam initial conditions identical to Case ly but higher density. 

From the above, graphs it can be seen that for high TP A vapor densities, gas-

focusing can be quite significant. 

Focusing of electron beams ·in gas was first reported by Johnson13 in 1922. An 

electron beam propagating through a background gas can collisionally ionize the gas. 

The resulting plasma can in tum focus the electron beam. The density of the plasma can 

be estimated by59
, 

n =IdE I nbO'zmgasngas 

P aer Erh 
( 4.5) 

where dE/ctt is the stopping power of electron beam [eVcm2/g], nb is the beam density 

[cm-3
], o; is the electron bunch length [em], mgas is the atomic mass of background gas 

[g], nb is the gas density [ cm-3
], and E1h is the ionization threshold of the gas [ e V] .. 
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In the experiment, o; = 0.45 em and mTPA= (143.31)(1.67 x 10·24 g)= 2.4 x 10·22 g. 

At 4.1 Torr, the fill density, nTPA• is 1.57 x 1017 cm·3
. The stopping power and ionization 

threshold for elements and selected compounds can be found tabulated in . several 

studies60
• Since the exact ionization threshold for TPA is not available in literature, it is 

estimated by a weighted average of the ionization potential of the elements in TP A 

(C9H21N) by atomic weight61
: E1h = 63.6 eV. For heavy compounds such as Toluene 

(C7H8) and Stilbene (C14H12), for which ionization potential is tabulated, it was found that 

the weighted average ionization potential was within ± 3 eV of previously reported 

values60
• Similarly, the stopping power for 50MeV electrons in TPA can also be 

calculated using a weighted average. For compounds such as Ethylene (C2H4), Xylene 

(C8H10), Toluene (C7H8) and Stilbene (C14H12), it was found that the weighted average is 

within ± 0.1 MeVcm2/g of the actual value. For TPA, the stopping power is thus 

estimated to be dE/dx ~ 2.4 MeVcem2/g. For a beam density (at focus) of 1.1 x 1012 cm·3
, 

the plasma density is 6.7 x lOll cm·3
, which is roughly half the beam density. The 

parameter kPo; is 0. 7 at the focus, which implies that the plasma barely has time to 

respond to the beam excitation within the bunch duration. Of course, at locations away 

from the envelope focus, the beam size is larger and the beam (and plasma) density even 

lower. 

To make a comparison with a gas for which ionization potential and stopping 

power are known, plasmas were produced in Nitrogen. Figure 4.28 and Figure 4.29 show 

beam focusing by collisionally ionized plasmas in three densities of TP A and Nitrogen 

for similar electron beam parameters. The beam parameters used for this test were 

different from that used for the plasma lens experiment and are summarized in Table4.5. 

The electron beam was propagated through 1 Torr and 4 Torr TPA (Cases "T1" and "T4") 

and 10 Torr and 100 Torr Nitrogen (Cases "Nl 0" and "Nl 00"). Note that Nitrogen had to 
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be filled to densities an order of magnitude higher than typical TP A fill densities, in order 

to produce measurable focusing. 
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Figure 4.28 Beam focusing measurements in vacuum and two densities (Cases T1 and T4) in 
TPA. 
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Figure 4.29 Beam focusing measurements in different densities (Cases NlO and NlOO) of 
Nitrogen. 
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Case: T1 (TPA) T4 (TPA) N10 (N2) N100 (N2) 

Molecular Weight 143.31 143.31 28.00 .28.00 

Ethresh [ e V] 63.6 63.6 82.0 82.0 

dE/dx [MeV cm2/g] 2.4 2.4 2.3 2.3 

ngas [Torr] 1 4 10 100 

ngas [cm-3] 3.6 X 1016 1.4x 1017 3.6 X 1017 3.6 X 1018 

Bunch charge [ nC] 1.35 1.35 1.35 1.35 

Bunch radius at focus [J.-lm] 105 105 110 !10 

nb at focus [ cm-3] 1.1 X 1013 1.1 X 1013 l.Ox 1013 1.0 X 1013 

Calculated nP peak [cm-3
) 1.6 X 1012 6.3 X 1012 2.1 X 1012 2.1 X 1013 

Table 4.5 Beam and plasma parameters in TPA and Nitrogen. The ionization threshold and 
stopping power for Nitrogen are taken directly from Ref. [60], while that for TPA are calculated 
using a weighted average of the elements in TPA (C9H21N). 

Next, let us calculate the focusing strength of the collisionally ionized plasma 

lenses in TP A and Nitrogen. In Chapter 1, the approximate focusing strength of a lens 

was derived from physical principles to be k = 21l1'en P I y for an underdense lens, and 

k = 
2

m-enb [ 
1 ) for overdense lens with return currents (eqs. 1.7 and 1.15). 

r 1 + k 2 R2 12 . p 

Table 4.6 summarizes these calculations. 
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Tl (TPA} T4 (TPA) NlO (Nitrogen) NlOO (Nitrogen) 

ngas [Torr] 1 4 10 100 

ngas [cm-3] 3.6 X 1016 1.4x 1017 3.6 X 1017 3.6 X 1018 

nb [cm-3] 1.1x1013 1.1 X 1013 l.Ox 1013 l.Ox 1013 

~ [cm-3] 1.6 X 1012 6.3 X 1012 2.1 X 1012 2.1 X 1013 

~/nb 0.15 0.59 0.22 2.15 

~crz 1.1 2.1 1.2 3.9 

k [cm-2] 0.028 (u) 0.112 (u) 0.038 (u) 0.174 (o) 

Table 4.6 Comparison of collisionally ionized plasma lens parameters for two densities of TPA 
and Nitrogen. The underdense lenses are indicated by a "u" next to the calculated focusing 
strength, k, while the overdense lenses are indicated by an "o". Note that the overdense focusing 
strength calculations include return current reduction (eq. 1.15). 

Firstly, it can be seen from the table that except for the 100 Torr Nitrogen lens 

(N1 00), all the collisionally ionized lenses are underdense. The 100 Torr Nitrogen lens is 

slightly stronger than the 4 Torr underdense lens in TPA. In addition, the Nitrogen lens 

has higher kPo;_, which implies that the plasma can respond to the beam excitation and 

focus the beam more effectively (see Section 2.4). 

However, in addition to focusing, the background gas can also cause scattering of 

the beam, resulting in an increase in its divergence. The increase in beam divergence due 

to scattering is given bl2·63, 

17.5MeVJi9( 1 z J ~e 11 e(z)= 2 
-- 1+-log10 - , 

JmeC X 0 8 9 X 0 

( 4.6) 

where ~01/e is the rms scattering angle, Jmec
2 is the beam energy, z is the thickness of 

the scattering medium and X0 is the radiation length, given bl3·6\ 

1 2 ( 183 ) X 
0 

= 4an0Z(Z + 1)re ln z 113 . ( 4.7) 
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Here a is the fine structure constant, re is the classical electron radius, and n0 and Z are 

the atomic density and effective atomic number of the gas. Using the above formulae, the 

divergence increase after 6cm path length (location of focus in Figure 4.29) through l 00 

Torr Nitrogen is calculated to be 3 7%. Similarly, the beam divergence increase in TP A 

can be calculated to be 4% in 1 Torr and 10% in 4 Torr. · 

Next, the change in slope due to scattering is compared to that due to plasma 

focusing. Recall the envelope equation: R"=i!R3 + kR. Due to the increase in 

divergence, the beam emittance increases as the beam propagates through the gas. A first 

order estimate can be obtained by comparing the increase in emittance term to the 
{ . 

focusing term. The ratios of the change in envelope slope due to scattering compared to 
'·· ' ~ 

that from gas-focusing, are summarized in Table 4.7. The ranges in the ral.ios are dueto 
;-;. 

different methods of estimating the ratio. It can be seen that scattering does not seem to 

make a strong contribution to beam· evolution and can be neglected for the experimental 

data taken in TP A. 

Tl (TPA) T4 (TPA) NlO (Nitrogen) NlOO (Nitrogen) 

ngas [Torr] 1 4 10 100 

ngas [cm-3] 3.6 X 1016 1.4x 1017 3.6 X 1017 3.6 X 1018 

!::..0/0 . 4% 10% 9% 37% 

( M'""" J 0.1-0.5% 0.2- 1.0% 0.4-2.0% 1.4-7% 

!::..R' . 
foe max 

Table 4. 7 Comparison of change in slope due to scattering and focusing of the electron beam. 

Ne.xt, we compare the strength of collisionally ionized plasma focusing to laser-

produced overdense focusing using the two plasma lenses studied in Section 4.4.1 for 
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return current effects. The lens properties for the two cases are summarized in Table 4.8 

in TP A vapor and laser-produced plasmas. 

Case lx Case lx Case 2x Case 2x 

Beam Laser Beam Laser 

Induced Produced Induced Produced 

nd1012 cm-3
] 1.8 0.67 1.5 0.76 

~ [1012 cm-3
] 0.14 23 0.87 290 

~/nb 0.1 34 0.6 384 

~R 0.02 0.3 0.04 1.1 

~(Jz 0.3 4.1 0.8 14.4 

k [cm-2
] 0.003 (u) 0.011 (o) 0.015 (u) 0.008 (o) 

Table 4.8 Comparison of collisionally ionized plasma lens parameters with laser produced 
lenses. The beam density in collisional lens column is the density at beam focus; the beam 
density in laser-produced column is the density at location of plasma. The beam induced lenses 
are underdense, as indicated by a "u" next to the calculated focusing strength, k, while the laser 
produced lenses are overdense ("o"). Note that the overdense focusing strength calculations 
include return current reduction ( eq. 1.15). 

For Case 1x, the peak strength of the laser-produced plasma lens is greater than 

the beam ionized plasma lens. Furthermore, the laser-produced lens is more effective 

since the value of kPa; is much greater than one. Figure 4.30 shows that there is a large 

time lag between the production ofthe wakefield ("1x gas") and the beam (solid line). As 

a result, the beam is focused only slightly in the TPA vapor, as seen in Figure 4.24. For . 
Case 2x, the overdense strength is lower than the beam-ionized lens because of the strong 

return current reduction (k)?. =1.1). However, the beam-ionized lens cannot be as 

effective in focusing the beam because of the low value of kPa; (Figure 4.30). 
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Figure 4.30 Temporal wakefield response to the beam (solid line) for the cases in Table 4.8 
(dashed curves). 

The above calculations are only first order estimates of beam focusing in gases. 

Firstly, plasma lens strength was calculated using the overdense plasma approximation, 

which assumes plasma density much greater than the beam density. In the experiment, 

the plasma density is estimated to be only 2 to 4 times greater than beam density. Of 

course, the above calculations do not include any time-dependent effects, except for the 

verification that kPa; is sufficiently large for focusing to take place. Furthermore, since 

the plasma density is proportional. to the beam density (eq. 4.5), the transverse plasma 

size can be estimated to be equal to the beam size. Therefore, finite plasma size effects 

have to be modeled appropriately. Lastly, for an accurate calculation of beam evolution 

in gases, the scattering of the electron beam in gases must be taken into account. 

For better comparisons with measurements, the data should be modeled using a 

PIC simulation that includes time-dependent beam focusing, finite-size effects and 

emittance growth due to scattering. Such a PIC simulation will be developed in the 

future and used to analyze the beam focusing measurements. 
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5. Conclusion 

An overdense plasma lens experiment was conducted at the Beam Test Facility at 

LBNL. Short (15 ps rms) 50 MeV electron bunch were focused by laser produced 

overdense plasmas. The experiment was designed to study return currents in plasma 

lenses, therefore, high plasma densities and large beam sizes were produced. Extensive 

diagnostics were in place to completely characterize the electron beam with and without 

plasma. 

Overdense plasmas were produced through UV ionization of Tripropylamine gas. 

Novel interferometry technique based on evanescent wave detection in slab-shaped 

plasmas was developed to measure plasma densities greater than the cutoff. In

quadrature interferometer measurements allowed measurement of phase change in plasma 

independent of signal amplitude. 

Beam focusing due to plasma lenses was measured in various parameter regimes. 

A simulation based on beam envelope model and plasma fluid equations was developed. 

In the return current regime, reduction in focusing strength due to current 

cancellation was experimentally measured and modeled. Return current was shown to 

reduce the focusing strength of the plasma lens significantly for large values of k pur. 

Plasma wakefields were calculated with return currents "on" and "off' to gain an 

understanding ofreturn current effects. Beam evolution calculations using the simulation 

were shown to be in agreement with data. 

The data was analyzed using 2-D PIC simulation XOOPIC. The results of the 

PIC simulation were shown to be in agreement with the envelope code and measurements 

for round beams, with the exception of Case 1 y. 
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It was shown that the beam envelope evolution is sensitive to initial conditions 

(beam emittance, envelope size and slope). This could be one of the reasons for the 

discrepancy in simulation results and measurements for Case ly. We speculate that 

three-dimensional effects and chromatic aberrations due to linac tune changes over time · 

could result in differences in evolution of beam envelope in x- andy-axes. 

In addition, the focusing effect of collisionally ionized background gas was 

measured. Further analysis ofbeam focusing in TP A is planned using PIC simulations ... 

One of the strengths of this experiment was the extensive beam diagnostics, in 

particular the OTR scans of beam evolution in vacuum, TP A and laser-produced plasma. 

As shown in Section 4.4'.2, the 10% uncertainty in initial conditions was somewhat, 

critical in determining lens response. As mentioned in the introduction, the BTF:. 

experiment was designed as a scaled down experiment with relatively "weak" focusing 

(compared to the plasma lens potential). This illustrates that in future plasma lens 

experiments it is crucial to determine initial conditions accurately. 

Although the envelope model presented here is robust and compares well with 

measurements for round beams, an extension of the model to three dimensions is needed 

to work with the realistic electron beams at SLAC. Together with a PIC simulation 

capable of handling background gas effects, this would further enhance our understanding 

of plasma focusing of electron beams. 
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A. Appendix: Discussion and Comparison of 
Envelope Models 

A.1. Introduction 

Although wakefields for uniform flat beams in uniform plasmas can be calculated 

analytically, a numerical code is needed for more realistic bunch profiles. For this 

purpose, a 2-D simulation was developed. The code solves the beam envelope equation 
--

for bunch slices as they propagate through a specified grid of vacuum and plasma cells. 

Each bunch slice propagates through the grid, leaving behind wakefields in plasma cells 

(Figure A.l ). Thus the first bunch slice does not experience the plasma wakefield, while 

the following slices are strongly focused by it. 

VACUUM PLASMA VACUUM 

z-----.- . --

Figure A.l The electron bunch is divided into several slices that propagate through a grid of 
vacuum and plasma cells. 

Specifically, the code solves the envelope equation (derived in Section 2.2), 

dz 2 R\z,s) rmc 2 2R(z,s) 
( A.l) . 

where, 
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( · . rd -r
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12R
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(t,s)[ W ( )] r·Wl.(r,z,s)) 1 rre r 1. r,z,s 

______ r;_ = and 
. R(z,s) R(z,s) . r drre-r2

12R
2 (z,s) ' 

w ( ) -4 [k r d I • k ( - ')h( ') oG(r,z,s')- h(s) oG(r,z,s)] l. r, z, s - !len bO P s sm P s s s 2 . 
00 or y or 

( A.2) 

with, 

( A.3) 

Here the variable z corresponds to propagation distance and s=ct-z corresponds to the 

distance from the head of the bunch. 

Initially (at z = z0 ), all slices are assumed to have the same R and dR/dz. As 

individual slices are affected by the time dependent plasma wakefield, they evolve 

differently. At any given location z, the code can provide a time-resolved "steak image" 

ofthe bunch or a time-integrated "CCD image" ofthe.bunch (by calculating the weighted 

average of all slices). The radial distribution of the entire bunch is obtained by a 

weighted average of all bunch slices. The size of the bunch is obtained directly from this 

distribution and compared to measurements. 

Two simulation codes were developed based on the envelope model for beam 

evolution in plasma37
•
55

• For consistency, all results presented in this thesis are from the 

envelope code with the fully self-consistent (thick lens) model as described in Chapter 2 

and Ref. [37]. 
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Several tests were conducted to check the validity of the code. Firstly (in Section 

A.2), we present a comparison of the code output to the analytical solution in vacuum. In 

Section A.3, the plasma wakefield and beam envelope models developed in Chapter 2 are 

compared to that developed previously by the UCLA group32
'
65

'
66

• In Section A.4, we 

briefly discuss the effect of return currents. 

A.2. Vacuum Solution 

In Section 2.2, the vacuum evolution of an ultra-relativistic (y ~ oo) bunch was 

calculated to be, 

( A.4) 

Here R0 and R '0 are the initial envelope size and slope, and E is the rms emittance. Figure 

A.2 shows a comparison between the analytical solution and the numerical calculation 

using the code, for typical beam parameters. The initial focusing for the beam is 

provided by quadrupole magnets. 
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Figure A.2 Comparison of calculated beam evolution to theoretical solution in vacuum. 
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A.3. Overdense Plasma 

In this section, we compare our envelope model's output with previously 

published results from the UCLA plasma lens experimene2
'
65

'
66

• The parameters for the, 

UCLA experiment are given in Table A.l. The UCLA group also used a (different) beam 

envelope model to analyze the data. We start by preseilting the published UCLA results. 

Next, the differences between the simulation models are discussed, foll?wed by an 

analysis of the UCLA data using our envelope code. 

ELECTRON BEAM PLASMA 

Energy 3.5 MeV Length FWHMz 7.5 em 
·~-... 

Emittance 1.1 mm-rnrad ~ 4 x 1012 cm·3 

Charge 0.5 nC Wavenumber Is, 4cm·1 

.. 

FWHMZ 25 psec 

FWHM, 0.23 em 

nb 8 x 1010 cm·3 

Table A.l UCLA plasma lens experiment parameters, taken from Ref. [66]. 

The following graph (Figure A.3) is reproduced using data from Table 4.2 in the 

dissertation of J. G. Davis66
• It shows the beam size measured with and without plasma 

focusing at four locations along the beam path. From the vacuum envelope, the initial 

beam envelope size and slope are calculated to be R(-18 em)= 0.1 em and R'(-18 em)= 

0.45 mrad. 
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Figure A.3 Measured electron beam envelope with and without plasma in the UCLA 
experiment, reproduced using Table 4.2 in Ref. [65]. Hollow and solid points represent beam 
size in vacuum and plasma respectively. The solid line represents the plasma profile. 

To model the UCLA experiment, we approximate the longitudinal electron bunch 

profile66 with an asymmetric (risetime is half the fall-time) gaussian profile, as shown in 

Figure A.4. As ·in the UCLA simulations, the radial electron beam profile is assumed to 

be gaussian. 
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Figure A.4 Measured electron bunch profile and approximated asymmetric gaussian profile. 
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The longitudinal plasma profile66 is approximated by a gaussian shape, as shown 

in Figure A.5. 
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Figure A.5 Measured longitudinal plasma profile and approximated gaussian fit (dashed line) for 
BTF simulation code. 

The UCLA model assumes a thin lens, and for comparison, we make the same 

approximation. Under the thin lens approximation, the size of the bunch is assumed not to 

change significantly inside the plasma. That is, in equation A.3, R(z,s')--+ R(z,s). 

Then, the wakefield (eq. A.2) simplifies to: 

W ( ) '4 8G(r,z,s) [k r d I • k ( ')h( ') h(s)] .l r,z,s = nenbo P ssm P s-s s ~-2-. (A.5) 
& oo r 

For the UCLA parameter regime, this approximation approaches the li~it of its 

validity. It is important to point out that though we present the thin lens model here for 

comparison, the BTF data analysis was performed with the full response, without the thin 

lens approximation. 

Before comparing the full envelope euqations, we first compare the plasma 

wakefields used by the two simulations. The temporal wakefield response, 
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( A.6) 

is shown in Figure A.6 for various plasma densities, while the radial wakefield is shown 

in Figure A.7. These calculations agree well with UCLA calculations reproduced below 

(Figure A.8) from Ref. [65]. Similarly, the radial wakefield response agrees well with 

UCLA results. 
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Figure A.6 Temporal wakefields produced by UCLA bunch for different plasma densities, 
calculated under the thin lens approximation, using Mathematica TM. 
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Figure A.7 Radial wakefields for various plasma densities calculated using Mathematica™. 
Here the transverse beam size a;.ms = lmm, consistent with UCLA parameters. 
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Figure A8 Wakefield calculations reproduced from Ref. [65] 

Having confirmed the agreement in plasma response, we proceed to compare the 

envelope equation models used by our simulation to the one used by the UCLA group. 

The following set of equations describe the envelope equation used in the UCLA 

simulations65
: 

_d_
2

_R_r _ c
2 

-' ___!S__ + Wj_ (z, r, z-) = O 
dz 2 R; (z) Rr (z) EjJ2 ' 

( A.7) 

where E = ;mc 2 is the bunch energy, z- = t- z I jJc, and Wj_ is given by, 
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( A.8) 

with, 

Here g(r) and T(r) describe the radial and longitudinal profiles of the electron bunch: 

( A.IO) 

These equations are similar to the ones derived in Chapter 2 and Ref. [37], and 

used in our simulation, but there are a few significant differences. In the next few 

paragraphs, we examine the differences in the two models. 

The first key difference between equations A.l and A. 7, is the factor of 2 in the 

denominator of the force term. In our derivations, R is the beam radius corresponding to 

h b d . d" "b . ( ) -r2 12R2 t e earn ens1ty 1stn uhon, n6 r - e . In contrast, the UCLA envelope 

2 2 

equation (A. 7) without the factor of 2 corresponds to a distribution with n b (r) - e -r 1 
R . 

However, the measured beam size (in FWHM) was converted to radius using 

2 . 2 

R=FWHM/2.3 67
, which is corresponds to the distribution n6 (r)- e-r IZR . Thus, the 

UCLA model seems to contain an inconsistency in the definition ofbeam envelope. 

Secondly, it should be noted that equation A.7 contains a perveance term KIR(z), 

which corresponds to electron bunch self-fields. However, the wakefield W.L, as 

expressed in eq. A.8, already contains the vacuum space charge fields T( r) I y 2
. To 

avoid redundancy, the self-field term T(r-)1 y 2 was dropped from equation A.7 in the 
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UCLA simulation65
'
66

• It is important to note that this term is multiplied by an expression, 

8G T ~ K 
aG I ar' that depends on plasma density. In vacuum, ar y2 = R But in the presence 

of plasma, the two terms are not equal. Therefore, the correct' method would be to keep 

the self-field term inside the wakefield expression and drop the perveance term, KIR. 

Thirdly, the envelope model requires that the plasma forces be averaged over the 

bunch. It appears that the UCLA model evaluates the wakefields at r=R, instead of 

averaging the wakefields: 

Due to these differences in the envelope models, we expect our simulation results 

to be different from the UCLA results. This is indeed found to be the case. 

Next, we proceed to calculate the beam evolution for the LBNL experiment using 

the envelope equation model. Figure A.9 shows the measured electron beam envelope 

for an LBNL plasma lens. The hollow points are the measured beam sizes without 

overdense plasma, while the solid points are beam size measurements with the overdense 

lens. The solid lines are the simulation results and, are in good agreement with 

measurements. 
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Figure A.9 Measured electron beam envelope with overdense plasma lens off (hollow squares) 
and on (solid squares). The plasma profile is graphed in arbitrary units to demonstrate its 
location on the z-axis. The dashed and solid lines are the simulation fits to vacuum and plasma 
measurements. 

For the LBNL plasma lenses analyzed using the simulation, it was verified that 

the size of any bunch slice does not change more than 10% inside the plasma. Therefore, 

the thin lens approximation is valid for the LBNL experiment parameter regime. 

A.4. Return Currents 

In order to study return currents in plasma lenses, the simulation code offers the 

option of turning the plasma return currents "off'. In the "return current off' mode, the 

plasma wakefields are modified to exclude plasma currents, as described in Section 2.4. 

The modified wakefields are given by equation 2.47, 
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wl.. (r, z, s) = -4;rrenbok p IX) ds' sink p (s- s' )h(s') 1 dr' r' g(r, z,s'). ( A.ll). 

The simulation code can calculate the beam evolution using the modified wakefield with 

return currents off, and compare the results to beam· evolution with return currents on ( eq. 

A.4). Such comparisons are used to study return currer:t effects in Section 4.4.1. 

The BTF experiment was designed to study the return currents and their effect on 

plasma focusing. Therefore, plasma lenses with large k~ were produced. In Chapter 4, 

the BTF data was analyzed and it was shown that the return currents have to be included 

in the plasma lens model to account for the beam envelope measurements adequately. 
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